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The Dag Hammarskjöld Foundation pays 
tribute to the memory of the second Secre-
tary - General of the UN by searching for 
and examining workable alternatives for a 
socially and economically just, ecologically 
sustainable, peaceful and secure world. 

In the spirit of Dag Hammarskjöld's integ-
rity, his readiness to challenge the domi-
nant powers and his passionate plea for the 
right and sovereignty for small nations to 
shape their own destiny, the Foundation 
seeks to examine mainstream understand-
ing of development and bring to the debate 
alternative perspectives of often otherwise 
unheard voices.

By making possible the meeting of minds, 
experiences and perspectives through the 
organising of seminars and dialogues, the 
Foundation plays a catalysing role in the 
identifi cation of new issues and the formu-
lation of new concepts, policy proposals, 
strategies and work plans towards solutions. 
The Foundation seeks to be at the cutting 
edge of the debates on development, se-
curity and environment, thereby continu-
ously embarking on new themes in close 
collaboration with a wide and constantly 
expanding international network
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Preface
This year’s summit of the G8 countries 
(Canada, France, Germany, Italy, Japan, 
Russia, United Kingdom, United States of 
America) takes place in early June in the 
German coastal resort of Heiligendamm on 
the Baltic Sea. It will bring upheaval to the 
peaceful life of this town, which for a few 
days will be in the spotlight of the world 
news media. 

Since the late 1990s an increasingly critical 
global movement has come into existence, 
mobilising against the G8 and its agenda. It 
questions and challenges this club’s role,  the 
basis of its governance, the authority it tends 
to assume and its hegemonic rule. This year, 
once again, a broad international coalition 
of movements is preparing to mount protest 
actions on the ground. Increasingly under 
siege, the G8 leaders meet at remote locations 
under very high security, protected from the 
outside world. They are held responsible by 
their critics for being, inter alia, decisive actors 
in creating a global architecture based on a 
neoliberal paradigm. But often the analysis of 
the context and its consequences is secondary 
to political activism. 

To fi ll an information gap, the German 
publishing house Brandes & Apsel decid-
ed to produce a coherent book volume in 
advance of the 2007 summit in Heiligen-
damm, mainly for a wider audience in the 
host country. The volume presents analyti-
cal overviews, by 18 scholars and activists, 
of thematic issues and perspectives related 
to the G8 and its agenda. The whole project 
– from the initial idea to publication – has 
taken just six months. Half the contributors, 

all of whom drafted chapters at very short 
notice, are members of the worldwide DHF 
network.1 

The complete volume is published in Ger-
man only. Thanks to the kind permission of 
the publisher we can present here the edited 
texts originally drafted in English. While 
they represent only a small proportion of 
the whole panorama of themes and dimen-
sions presented in the complete volume, 
they highlight some of the topical issues for 
debate, the need for which the summit in 
Heiligendamm accelerates.2 

The Dag Hammarskjöld Foundation has 
used this opportunity to introduce a new 
Occasional Paper Series. We hope and trust 
that its title Critical Currents speaks for itself 
and that the texts in this issue and in future 
issues will live up to expectations. 

Henning Melber

1 Henning Melber/Cornelia Wilss (eds), G8 
Macht Politik. Wie die Welt beherrscht wird. 
Frankfurt/Main: Brandes & Apsel 2007. See 
the book cover reproduced on the opposite 
side. I wish to thank all authors, as well as Ro-
land Apsel as the publisher and Cornelia Wilss 
as the co-editor of the German book for the 
fruitful and rewarding cooperation.      

2 Other chapters deal with global inequalities 
(including gender) and the international fi nan-
cial institutions (Elmar Altvater, Susan George, 
Uwe Hoering, Christa Wicherich), global gov-
ernance, multi-polar tendencies, security issues 
and Africa (Franz Nuscheler, Walden Bello, 
Thomas Fues  Stephan Klingebiel, Henning 
Melber), climate change, ecological resources 
and food security (Wolfgang Sachs, Achim 
Brunnengräber, Rudolf Buntzel).
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globalization.

The G8 – not the only show in town
Nicola Bullard

Given the centrality of oil not only to 
current geo-politics but also to the 

politics of climate change, it is interesting to 
recall that the G7 is a by-product of the 1973 
oil crisis. Almost 35 years later, the now-G8 
– Russia was formally admitted in 1998 – is 
again facing a crisis of global energy policies 
brought about by the increased public pres-
sure for action to reduce carbon gas emis-
sions, the looming fact of peak oil and, not 
least, the G8’s incapacity over the past three 
decades to think beyond their own inter-
ests. But in 2007, the situation is very dif-
ferent from the ‘unglobalised’ world of 1973 
(although with some surprising similarities) 
and the G8 is not the only game in town. 

Economically the G8 countries are still very 
signifi cant: although they represent under 
14 per cent of the world population, they 
account for nearly two-thirds of the world’s 
economic output measured by gross domes-
tic product. In fact, Russia is the only G8 
country not in the World Bank’s 2006 list-
ing of the top 10 economies, coming in at 
number 14. Signifi cantly, the People’s Re-
public of China and Brazil are in the top 10 
(numbers 4 and 10 respectively), and even 
India at number 12 outranks Russia. 
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The G8 in crisis

Politically, however, many of the G8 mem-
bers are in some form of crisis, transition or 
stasis. In the US, Bush is facing the last 18 
months of his presidency having lost control 
of both the Senate and the House of Rep-
resentatives. Although the administration’s 
provocation of Iran is clearly an exercise in 
bravado designed to deter attention from 
the debacle in Iraq, it is a high-risk strategy 
given the extreme volatility of the Middle 
East (one of the similarities with 1973) and 
the massive domestic opposition to the US’s 
continuing military presence in Iraq (anoth-
er similarity to 1973 when the US’s war on 
Vietnam was becoming increasingly unten-
able, both politically and militarily). As one 
commentator remarked, this administration 
has ‘lost forever the capacity to set the terms 
of political debate’1 - and Bush’s colleagues 
in the G8 know it. 

Britain’s Tony Blair is also at the end of his 
prime ministership, although when that 
might be is another matter. Having secured 
an inglorious place in history for promot-
ing and participating in the invasion of Iraq, 
Blair is now trying to rewrite his legacy by 
setting in place the UK’s disengagement 
from Iraq and taking on climate change 
with the same quasi-religious zeal that he 
applied to his moral mission in Iraq. This 
G8 – almost certainly his last – off ers Blair 
one last chance to be the visionary states-
man that he imagines himself to be.

In Germany, Angela Merkel is struggling 
with a cumbersome ‘grand coalition’ of 
Christian Democrats and Social Democrats 

1 Financial Times, 23 February 2007.

so weighed down with compromises that it 
is virtually unable to move, let alone take 
the lead on any issues. And in France and It-
aly, presidential elections and volatile coali-
tions have disabled these governments while 
everyone waits to see which way the elec-
torates blow. The more general problem, 
though, for the European members of the 
G8 is the palpable anti-US sentiment and 
the unabated public opposition to the inva-
sion of Iraq – vindicated with every news 
report from Baghdad – which means that 
governments must tread carefully in their 
relations with Washington: being pro-Bush 
is defi nitely not a vote winner these days. 

President Vladimir Putin – secure in the 
knowledge that he controls about as much 
oil and gas as anyone could need – is mak-
ing up for Russia’s humiliation in the 1990s 
by aggressively renegotiating relations with 
the West, most signifi cantly with the US, 
while shoring up connections and infl uence 
in the East, and keeping everyone else on a 
short leash at home. On recent form, Putin 
is giving even the G8 a bad name. Japan and 
Canada – the other two members of the G8 
– are irrelevant in this discussion.

All this adds up to a crisis for the G8 and 
its capacity to convey a convincing message 
of leadership, control, unity and vision. The 
US – the ‘natural leader’ of the G8 – has lost 
its legitimacy (not least because it acts as the 
‘G1’ even in the G8) and there is no other 
country either with the credentials or (prob-
ably) the interest to ‘step up to the plate’. Yet 
as the G8’s power declines, other alliances 
and groupings based on geography or mu-
tual interests are emerging. Some of these 
groupings may pose a challenge to the G8’s 
hegemony as the most signifi cant ‘G’ while 
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others  – such as the Bolivarian Alternative 
for the Americas (ALBA) – are experiment-
ing with new governance frameworks that 
may off er alternatives to the traditional elite 
politics.

New poles of power

Today’s global system is characterised by 
fragmentation and competing polarities. 
This is evident in the weakening and even 
paralysis of international institutions and fo-
rums, such as the United Nations, the IMF 
and the WTO, and in the rise of contest-
ing economic, political and cultural pow-
ers, such as China, Islam and the indigenous 
movements of Latin America, to take three 
very diff erent examples. 

The most signifi cant ‘new’ actor on the in-
ternational stage is China. For more than a 
decade China’s growing economic power 
has been a matter of interest (and often con-
cern) for the whole world, yet until recently 
China’s engagement with the global system 
was principally economic. However, in the 
past few years China has assumed a more 
visible profi le internationally, especially 
in its diplomatic relations with Africa and 
Latin America and in its presence in inter-
national organisations. For example, China 
now takes a more ‘activist’ role in the Se-
curity Council and a Chinese was recently 
elected to head the World Health Organi-
zation. Even outside the multilateral frame-
work, China is leading on sensitive politi-
cal issues such as North Korea. Obliquely, 
China is throwing out a challenge to the 
US by displaying a deftness in foreign re-
lations which serves only to highlight the 
US’s clumsiness. 

Despite its importance, China is not a mem-
ber of the G8. Indeed, the fi rst ‘high level’ 
contact between China and the G8 was only 
in 2003 in Evian and there are no signs that 
it will be invited in as a full member soon. 
This is a ‘slight’ which has stirred national 
pride, or at least that of one editorialist at 
the People’s Daily, who wrote in the lead-up 
to the G8 summit in Gleneagles, ‘Although 
China is not a member of the G8, this coun-
try… is changing the world economic order; 
without China’s participation, discussions 
on the world economy would be devoid of 
any signifi cance.’2 

Leaving aside the hubris, in reality China 
does not need the G8 as much as the G8 
needs China. Although being part of the in-
ner circle would (to some) signify China’s 
‘arrival’ on the world stage, politically there 
is little to be gained by China surrender-
ing its freedom of movement – especially on 
sensitive issues such as exchange rates or car-
bon emissions – for the dubious distinction 
of being in the company of Bush and Blair.

Instead, the G8 ‘dialogues’ with China 
alongside India, Brazil, South Africa and 
Mexico as the ‘P5’ (‘p’ is for political). This 
group is a mix of real power (China, India 
and Brazil) and loyal, strategically located 
friends (South Africa and Mexico). The ‘P3’ 
of China, Brazil and India is the one that 
could – in the future – challenge the G8 as 
the most infl uential group. Even on current 
fi gures, the P3 represents 40 per cent of the 
global population and almost 10 per cent of 
global GDP – and rising!

2 People’s Daily Online, 15 July 2005.
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Already, China, Brazil and India are work-
ing together, especially in the WTO as lead-
ers of the G20 where they are proving to be 
a signifi cant obstacle to EU-US bilateralism. 
Although the G20 purportedly represents 
the interests of more than 20 developing 
countries, the reality is that Brazil and India 
are mainly negotiating their own interests 
using the ‘South’ mandate as a legitimising 
platform. China maintains a low profi le, but 
will no doubt emerge as a tough negotiator 
in the WTO when the need arises. Brazil, 
India and China are also working outside 
the multilateral framework to strengthen 
trade and investment relations with each 
other and with other countries and regions 
of the South, mainly to source raw mate-
rials and energy required for industrialisa-
tion and to open markets for their exports. 
Underlying the economic interests is a po-
litical agenda: as the US becomes weaker 
there is much more room to manoeuver in 
the global system: countries like Brazil are 
able to escape the heel of US domination 
and China is able to assert its power with 
little risk of being challenged by the US (not 
least because of their mutual economic in-
terests). India is perhaps the most ambiguous 
of the three, but seems particularly adept at 
maintaining good relations with everyone 
at the same time, being not only one of the 
US’s best friends in the region, but also hav-
ing close diplomatic (and military) relations 
with Russia and China.

In addition to its diplomatic and economic 
off ensive in Africa and Latin America, Chi-
na is trying to secure its regional infl uence 
and security through the Shanghai Cooper-
ation Organisation (SCO), a grouping that 
brings together China, Russia, Kazakhstan, 
Kyrgyzstan, Tajikistan and Uzbekistan and 

with the possible membership of India, Iran, 
Pakistan and Mongolia in the near future. 
The main purpose of the SCO – called by 
some commentators the ‘NATO of the East’ 
– is to counter US infl uence in Central Asia, 
but given the massive oil and gas supplies 
in the region, energy security is the driving 
force behind the alliance. 

In 2005 Russia, China and India held their 
fi rst ‘trilateral’ meeting in Vladivostok. In 
February this year, foreign ministers from 
the three countries met again in Delhi, In-
dia, and issued a communiqué in which they 
noted that ‘cooperation rather than confron-
tation should govern to global aff airs’. They 
also agreed that the UN is an important 
platform for multi-polarisation and world 
peace, which, decoded, means that they 
will work inside the UN when it suits them 
and they will work outside the UN to create 
new poles of power. President Putin put the 
point more plainly, saying that the US needs 
to ‘take account of new centers of powers 
like China, India and Russia’.3 Russia is also 
grouped with China, Brazil and India in 
what is called the ‘BRIC’ but, as yet, there 
is no framework for these four countries to 
dialogue, other than their common interest 
in guaranteeing the secure supply of oil and 
gas.

Regional rebels and resistance

In Latin America, individual countries and 
the region as a whole are adopting a more 
autonomous position vis-à-vis the dominant 
powers. The political landscape is a mix of 

3 Reuters, ‘India, China, Russia Call for New 
World Order’, 14 February 2007.
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overtly anti-imperialist governments, such 
as Venezuela, Cuba, Bolivia and Ecuador, 
and centre-left governments with a nation-
alist orientation, such as Brazil, Uruguay 
and Argentina. Pro-US and pro neoliberal 
governments are now a minority, not least 
because of the extraordinary rise of radi-
cal social movements demanding a change 
from the devastating neoliberal policies of 
the past two decades. The elections of Lula 
in Brazil, Chavez in Venezuela, Morales in 
Bolivia and Correa in Ecuador (and possibly 
even Ortega in Nicaragua) refl ect this mood 
for social change.

President Hugo Chavez of Venezuela is the 
most outspoken critic of the US and has 
used his vast and recently nationalised oil 
reserves to provide subsidised fuel to poor 
communities in the US: a brilliant public 
relations tactic to counter the anti-Chavez 
campaign in the US and to highlight pov-
erty in the North. In Ecuador and Bolivia, 
popular leftist presidents have been elected 
with the strong support of social move-
ments – especially indigenous movements 
– and moved quickly to nationalise gas and 
oil, or at least renegotiate contracts with en-
ergy companies operating in the countries, 
to signal their break with the past and assert 
their sovereignty.

Even beyond these three countries, which 
are in the vanguard of attempting to reverse 
policies of trade and fi nancial liberalisation 
and privatisation that have impoverished 
the majority of their peoples, other nations 
are distancing themselves from the US and 
challenging the hegemony of the ‘Washing-
ton Consensus’. Argentina, Brazil and Bo-
livia have all repaid their outstanding debts 
to the IMF (indeed, Venezuela is now so 

fl ush with cash that many Latin American 
leaders call Caracas instead of Washington). 
In the WTO, Latin American countries are 
important actors in several groups opposing 
the negotiating positions of the US and the 
EU. 

Internationally, Brazil is the most impor-
tant political force in Latin America. Since 
the election of Luiz Inácio ‘Lula’ da Silva 
in 2003, Brazil’s foreign policy has been de-
ployed more overtly in the ‘national’ inter-
est, for example by negotiating for Brazilian 
agribusiness in the WTO and attempting to 
secure a seat on the UN Security Council. 
Lula’s foreign policy has also been one of 
reaching out to the South, not only as a po-
litical gesture but also aimed to open mar-
kets and expand trade. Argentina is less ac-
tive in the international arena but has played 
an important symbolic role by emancipat-
ing itself from the IMF and foreign creditors 
following the political and fi nancial catas-
trophe of 2001.

The sharpest slap in the face to the US and 
its economic agenda was delivered in 2005 
at Mar del Plata, when Latin American lead-
ers rejected the US-designed Free Trade 
Area of the Americas (FTAA). This was 
made possible by the interplay of three dif-
ferent dynamics: fi rst, Chavez’ denunciation 
of neoliberal policies and US domination; 
second, Brazil’s and Argentina’s assessment 
that the FTAA was not in their national in-
terests; and third, the massive groundswell 
of opposition from social movements across 
the region. But this dynamic was not limited 
to Mar del Plata; even now, this three-way 
interaction – between the radical govern-
ments, the moderate governments and the 
social movements – pushes politics to the 
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left as even the moderate governments can-
not aff ord to ignore their own social move-
ments who are inspired by the developments 
in Bolivia, Ecuador and Venezuela. The po-
litical elite in Latin America can no longer 
aff ord to ally themselves with the US or 
Europe: their own social movements – who 
are fi ghting to end 500 years of domination 
– are looking to their own governments to 
break the bonds with the imperialists, or 
themselves be broken.

Alternative poles

Since the burial of the FTAA, enthusiasm 
for trade liberalisation in Latin America has 
waned. However, other forms of regional 
cooperation, founded on a fundamental re-
jection of neoliberal policies, are being con-
structed.

The Bolivarian Alternative for the Americas 
(ALBA) was proposed by the government of 
Venezuela as a vision of political, social and 
economic cooperation and integration be-
tween the countries of Latin America ac-
cording to Bolivarian – as opposed to neo-
liberal – principles

These ‘Bolivarian’ principles draw their in-
spiration from Simon Bolivar, the symbol 
of Latin American independence: they are 
based on cooperation and complementarity, 
national sovereignty, resource transfer and 
redistribution, and support for small farmers, 
cooperatives, family and small-scale pro-
ducers. For example, the fi rst People’s Trade 
Agreement (TCP) signed between Cuba 
and Venezuela in December 2004 facilitates 
the exchange of medical resources and pe-
troleum between both nations: Venezuela 

delivers about 96,000 barrels of low-cost oil 
per day from its state-owned petroleum op-
erations to Cuba, and Cuba, in exchange, 
sent 20,000 state-employed medical staff  and 
thousands of teachers to Venezuela’s slums.

Bolivia joined the ALBA and signed a TCP 
on April 29, 2006, just days before Presi-
dent Morales announced his intention to 
nationalise Bolivia’s vast gas reserves. Nica-
ragua’s newly elected President Daniel Or-
tega joined in January 2007, which included 
the cancellation of a USD 31 million debt 
to Venezuela. In mid-February three Carib-
bean states – Saint Vincent and the Grena-
dines, Dominica, and Antigua and Barbuda 
– joined, and Ecuador is likely to join soon. 
In addition to the exchange of oil for medi-
cal and educational professionals, the ALBA 
has an ambitious programme to build re-
gional institutions in energy, telecommu-
nications, transport, infrastructure develop-
ment, banking and media. 

While the ALBA is the antithesis of the 
FTAA, the Washington Consensus or eco-
nomic domination by the G8, there are still 
problems with its orientation, not least that 
it is being driven by the personal vision of 
Chavez and the oil wealth of Venezuela. 
In so far as the ALBA is an anti-imperialist 
project, it is a great success but to the extent 
that it is anti-capitalist, (or, to put it another 
way, an experiment in socialism for the 21st 
century) it is still largely oriented towards 
large-scale projects, industrialisation and re-
source extraction – such as the controversial 
proposal for an 8,000 km pipeline to carry 
gas from Venezuela, across the Amazon, 
to the South – albeit in an anti-imperialist 
frame. 
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However, beyond governments, beyond 
summits and beyond the international in-
stitutions, are the thousands of NGOs, trade 
unions, associations and collectives that 
make up the international social justice, an-
ti-capitalist, anti-imperialist, anti-war and 
anti-neoliberal movement: the ‘movement 
of movements’. More than any government, 
these social forces are challenging domina-
tion by big power and big money and, in 
so far as national governments are showing 
a willingness to challenge the policies dic-
tated by the G8, the WTO, the IMF and 
the fi nancial markets, it is partly because of 
pressures from below. In the past 10 years, 
the ‘global justice’ movement has been ef-
fective in exposing the unequal power in 
the international system and the impacts of 
unequal economic relations, especially in 
trade and debt (two areas where the G8 has 
been spectacularly unsuccessful in produc-
ing lasting equitable solutions). In future, as 
the ‘symbols’ of domination – such as the 
G8 – lose their power (as is already happen-
ing) it will be important for the movement 
to think strategically how to work for social 
and ecological justice in a far more complex 
and fast-changing world where the levers of 
power are often in the hands of completely 
unaccountable governments and corpora-
tions.

The G8 in decline

The declining infl uence of the G8 is the re-
sult of four factors. First is its own failure in 
the past 35 years to act for the whole planet, 
as opposed to a rich minority. (For example, 
if the G7 had acted in the long-term inter-
ests of humanity in 1975 when confronted 
with the oil crisis – which was of course 

precipitated by US policies in the Middle 
East – perhaps they would not be facing the 
climate change crisis of 2007, let alone the 
catastrophe in Iraq.)  Second, the legitimacy 
of the G8 is inextricably linked to the legiti-
macy of the US, its founding and most pow-
erful member. As the moral stature of the 
US declines, so does that of the G8. Third is 
the challenge coming from the rising power 
of other nations, especially China, Brazil, 
Russia and India, who have nothing to gain 
from attaching themselves to the G8, and to 
the election, particularly in Latin America, 
of anti-hegemonic governments. Finally, 
the global justice movement has played its 
part in debunking and delegitimising the 
G8 by questioning the very idea that eight 
self-appointed countries can presume to de-
termine the fate of humanity.
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Kevin Smith is a London 
based researcher with Carbon 
Trade Watch, a project of the 
Transnational Institute. He is 
engaged with global climate 
justice issues through the 
Durban Group on Climate 
Change and recently published 
Th e Carbon Neutral Myth – 
Off set Indulgences for your 
Climate Sins. 

‘The truth is, no country is going to cut its growth 
or consumption substantially in the light of a long-
term environmental problem.’

Tony Blair, New York, 2005 

The hegemony of the G8 in international 
fora such as the United Nations Frame-

work Convention on Climate Change has 
meant that the response to climate change 
has been largely dictated by dominant neo-
liberal economic norms. Despite the gravity 
of the threat, climate policy has been chosen 
not on the basis of its eff ectiveness in reduc-
ing emissions, but by its compatibility with 
the existing economic system. Given that 
the primary role of the G8 is to safeguard 
the stability of the international economic 
order, it stands to reason that their main 
concern in addressing the threat of climate 
change would be to ensure that the econo-
mies of the world’s richest countries are not 
adversely impacted.

A number of economists, agencies and 
NGOs have been working for some years 
to promote the use of market forces to 
solve environmental problems. By assign-
ing a price to nature’s ‘services’, such as the 
earth’s ability to absorb greenhouse gases, 
proponents believe, markets will begin – in 
a language familiar to commodities brokers 
in the world’s fi nancial centres – to ‘inter-

Climate Change and Carbon Trade
Kevin Smith
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nalise externalities’. This can be seen most 
clearly in the climate change debate, where 
enormous amounts of time and energy have 
been devoted by business groups, NGOs, 
emissions brokers, governments, UN agen-
cies and the G8 to creating a market for the 
world’s foremost greenhouse gas – carbon 
dioxide (Smith et al. 2005). 

Carbon trading takes two forms:

• Governments allocate pollution per-
mits to big industrial polluters to trade 
among themselves as the need arises to 
cut the costs of meeting common emis-
sions targets.

• Surplus carbon credits are generated from 
carbon off set projects that claim to reduce 
or avoid emissions in other locations, usu-
ally in Southern countries; these credits 
may be purchased to top up any shortfall in 
permits. Under the Kyoto Protocol, such 
off set projects are carried out in the South 
through the Clean Development Mecha-
nism (CDM), or in Northern countries 
through Joint Implementation (JI).

The market is growing enormously. Ac-
cording to a World Bank report, the market 
at the end of the third quarter of 2006 was 
valued at USD 21.5 billion, up 94 per cent 
on the whole of 2005 (USD 11.1 billion).

Gleneagles onwards

Despite the hype, the 2005 G8 summit in 
Scotland produced little in the way of con-
crete action in dealing with climate change. 
The fi nal communiqué made limp resolu-
tions to ‘promote’ better practice and to 

‘encourage’ companies to do better on the 
subject of climate change, with no mention 
at all of reducing the rate of extraction and 
consumption of fossil fuels. Blair was widely 
praised, however, for bringing the heads of 
state of Brazil, China, India, Mexico and 
South Africa to the negotiating table, and 
it was with these countries that the G8 plus 
5 Climate Dialogue was launched. The dia-
logue brings senior legislators together with 
international business leaders, civil society 
representatives and opinion leaders to dis-
cuss a post-2012 climate change agreement, 
with the aim of presenting a consensus state-
ment from the participants to the 2008 G8 
summit in Japan.

The dialogue has a heavy bias towards trad-
ing schemes as the best way of dealing with 
climate change, with one of its four work-
ing groups dedicated specifi cally to develop-
ing market mechanisms. Furthermore, the 
G8 plus 5 summit has mandated the World 
Bank to facilitate the creation of a frame-
work for climate change management, clean 
energy and sustainable development. This is 
in spite of the fact that the World Bank is 
part of the climate problem rather than the 
solution: since the UN Climate Convention 
was signed at the Rio Earth Summit in 1992, 
the World Bank has singlehandedly fi nanced 
over USD  25 billion in fossil fuel based proj-
ects (Bank Information Centre et al. 2005) 

In response to the G8 mandate, the World 
Bank produced a report called ‘Clean En-
ergy and Development: Towards an Invest-
ment Framework’, an updated version of 
which was  presented at the G8 plus 5 meet-
ing in Mexico in October 2006. The report 
promoted carbon trading as the main means 
of providing fi nancing for the development 
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of clean technology, despite the evidence 
that so far the carbon market has subsidised 
polluting industries in the South while en-
couraging polluting industries in the North 
to delay reducing their emissions in favour 
of purchasing cheap credits. The report 
also calls for the establishment of a long-
term, predictable regulatory framework for 
greenhouse gases, beyond the fi rst Kyoto 
commitment period, which ends in 2012, in 
order to provide stability and reduce inves-
tor risk in carbon trading.

The Bank’s promotion of emissions trading 
through the G8 plus 5 creates a clear confl ict 
of interest in that it is also the largest public 
broker of carbon purchases, with over USD 
1 billion in its carbon credit portfolio, and 
generates a large revenue for itself through 
receiving a percentage commission on all 
the carbon credits it purchases to admin-
ister through its Prototype Carbon Fund. 
Through its infl uence in political processes 
such as the G8 plus 5, it has actively lobbied 
to make the CDM a more attractive propo-
sition for investors and less eff ective in terms 
of actually reducing emissions.

The G8 plus 5 met again in February 2007 in 
Washington. The meeting was spearheaded 
by fi ve US senators who have introduced 
a congressional bill that would allow US 
companies to certify emissions reductions, 
which may be traded on the international 
market to other nations. Keynote speakers 
included Angela Merkel as well as Nicholas 
Stern, whose infl uential Stern Review on 
climate change has been promoted as pro-
viding the economic rationale for the global 
carbon market, and Paul Wolfowitz, presi-
dent of the World Bank. 

It is not clear what targets there are for deal-
ing with climate change at the 2007 G8 sum-
mit in Germany, but the majority of govern-
ments, industry and International Financial 
Institutions are keen to see the groundwork 
laid for an international emissions trading 
framework extending beyond the 2012 Kyo-
to commitment period, that will include the 
other greenhouse gases and other emissions-
producing sectors, such as the airline indus-
try. At the international level, it is clear that 
the emphasis on market-based approaches 
tends to squeeze out the possibility of imple-
menting other more meaningful approaches 
to dealing with climate change. There is an 
urgent need for stricter regulation, oversight, 
penalties for polluters at community, local, 
national and international levels, the cessa-
tion of fossil fuel subsidies, as well as sup-
port for communities adversely impacted by 
climate change. But currently such policies 
receive precious little attention, as they con-
tradict the sacred cows of economic growth 
and the free market.

The G8 and free-market environmentalists 
have been at the forefront of championing a 
rosy narrative of ‘win-win’ scenarios where 
the quest to maximise corporate profi ts can 
go hand in hand with addressing the climate 
crisis. But the commodifi cation agenda im-
plicit in the paradigm is deeply contentious, 
and free-market environmentalists them-
selves appear to be acting more out of faith 
than an ability to point to demonstrable out-
comes. There is, unfortunately, no ‘win-win 
solution’ when it comes to tackling climate 
change while maintaining an economic 
growth pattern based on the ever-increasing 
extraction and consumption of fossil fuels 
(Panitch and Leys 2006). The elaborate and 
esoteric accountancy procedures involved 
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in maintaining the carbon trade shell-game 
creates a smokescreen of apparent climate 
activity that obfuscates the stark necessity of 
structural, long-term changes that will actu-
ally be eff ective in keeping coal and oil in the 
ground. Activism on climate change must 
expand its critique to synergise with other 
important struggles in the areas of trade, fi -
nance, human rights, environmental justice 
and democracy if an eff ective challenge to 
the neoliberal paradigm is to be mounted.

The G8 nations and emissions trading

There has never been total consensus on 
emissions trading among the G8 nations, 
largely due to the unilateralism of the US in 
refusing to ratify the Kyoto Protocol. The 
other seven nations, however, are involved 
in a variety of trading schemes and projects 
through which they intend to achieve their 
emissions reductions targets as laid out under 
Kyoto, and there are also a number of trading 
schemes taking place within US states and re-
gions. There are also political moves afoot in 
the US among the business community, the 
government and civil society organisations 
that suggest that it might not be long before 
the US enters the global carbon market.

France, Germany, Italy and the UK

Since the start of 2005, France, Germany, 
Italy and the UK have been participating 
in the European Union Emissions Trading 
Scheme (EU-ETS), the biggest experiment 
yet in carbon trading and the harbinger of 
the global market which will become op-
erational in 2008. The fi rst phase runs from 
2005 to 2007 and the second phase will run 
from 2008 to 2012 to coincide with the 

fi rst Kyoto commitment period, with fur-
ther fi ve-year phases expected subsequently. 
The scheme works on a ‘cap and trade’ ba-
sis, with each EU member state being re-
quired to set an emission cap for all of the 
12,000 installations covered by the scheme 
(fossil fuel power generators, oil refi neries, 
cement producers, iron and steel manufac-
turers, glass and ceramic manufacturers, and 
paper and pulp producers) across the EU. 
Each installation is allocated allowances for 
the particular commitment period in ques-
tion according to a document called the 
National Allocation Plan (NAP), and then 
installations are free to purchase allowances 
from other installations in order to make up 
shortfalls in their emission targets. The EU 
Linking Directive also provides companies 
with the opportunity to purchase credits 
from the project-based market.

In the current neoliberal economic envi-
ronment, trading rules inevitably succumb 
to the pressures of corporate lobbying and 
deregulation in order to ensure that gov-
ernments do not ‘interfere’ with the smooth 
running of the market. This has been clearly 
evident in the fi rst phase of the EU-ETS, 
when, under corporate pressure, govern-
ments massively over-allocated emissions 
permits to the heaviest polluting industries 
in the initial round. This resulted in wind-
fall profi ts for some of the biggest polluters, 
who in successfully exaggerating their need 
for emissions allowances received enormous 
numbers of permits that they could then 
profi tably sell on. The companies also made 
money by passing on the nominal ‘market 
costs’ of the permits they received for free 
to their consumers. The German Environ-
ment Minister claimed that the four biggest 
European power producers – Eon, RWE, 
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Vattenfall and EnBW – profi ted from the 
fi rst round of the EU-ETS to the tune of 
between €6 billion and €8 billion. News of 
the massive over-allocation caused the price 
of carbon to drop by more than 60 per cent, 
from around €30 to as low as €8.6 per tonne, 
creating an even greater disincentive for in-
dustries to lower their emissions at source. 

The evidence suggests that the lessons haven’t 
been learnt. A working paper released in No-
vember 2006 by German researchers said that 
of the 25 second-phase NAPs submitted for 
EU approval, 18 were too generous, and many 
of the new caps were set above 2005 emissions 
levels. While the UK NAP was approved by 
the EU, Germany was ordered to reduce its 
allocations by 6 per cent, prompting German 
utilities companies to write an open letter 
to the government warning that they might 
have to ‘trim costs’ (a veiled threat of job cuts) 
should they need to buy more carbon credits 
at a higher price between 2008 and 2012. At 
the time of writing, the NAPs for Italy and 
France had still not been approved by the EU, 
with both countries waiting several months 
after the deadline to submit them.

In terms of the project-based credit market, 
the UK is the biggest purchaser of credits, 
largely due to the numerous carbon broker 
trading fi rms located in the City of London, 
which bought an enormous 45 per cent of 
project-based credits generated in the fi rst 
nine months of 2006; Italy was the second 
largest purchaser with 19 per cent.  

Japan

As a country with little access to energy re-
serves, Japan made big eff orts to improve 
energy effi  ciency following the oil crises of 

the 1970s. This means that it is now more 
diffi  cult for cuts to be made in its emission 
levels through such domestic measures, as it 
is already the most energy-effi  cient country 
in the industrialised world. With emissions 
having increased 8 per cent over 1990 levels, 
Japan is struggling to meet its Kyoto com-
mitment to reducing its emissions levels by 
6 per cent from 1990 levels. Consequently, 
Japan is heavily committed to using emis-
sions trading to make up the shortfall.

The Japanese government set aside 5.4 billion 
yen (USD 45.9 million) in its 2006 budget to 
purchase carbon credits from abroad. Japa-
nese companies are also actively engaged in 
developing carbon off set projects abroad. As 
of February 2006, the Ministry of Economy, 
Trade and Industry (METI) and the Envi-
ronment Ministry had approved some 41 
predominantly CDM projects, in countries 
such as Malaysia, India, South Korea, Indo-
nesia, China and Vietnam, with even greater 
numbers of such projects in the pipeline. In 
addition, Japan is one of the biggest inves-
tors in the World Bank Prototype Carbon 
Fund, with eight out of the 17 corporate 
investors being Japanese corporations, and 
another being the government’s own Japan 
Bank for International Cooperation.

In September 2006, the government also 
launched Japan’s Voluntary Emissions Trad-
ing Scheme, with 34 companies and corpo-
rate groups committing to a certain emis-
sions reduction that can be met by trading 
amongst themselves in return for govern-
ment subsidies for the installation of emis-
sions reduction equipment.
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Canada

Canada’s new conservative government has 
been making disgruntled noises about its 
Kyoto commitment of reducing its emis-
sions to 6 per cent below 1990 levels, with 
Environment Minister Rona Ambrose re-
cently stating that the target is ‘impossible’ 
to achieve. It is still unclear what form the 
new government’s climate strategy will 
take, as Ambrose has previously comment-
ed that she thought that the EU trading 
scheme was a failure and that the CDM was 
little more than a recipe for corruption and 
wasted money. It is possible that the gov-
ernment’s ambivalence towards emissions 
trading schemes might be the result of its 
having ‘given up’ on its Kyoto targets. The 
conservative administration has not deliv-
ered on the previous Liberal government’s 
promise of money to the CDM executive 
board, the international body that oversees 
and approves CDM projects, and has under-
funded the Canadian CDM/JI offi  ce to the 
point of near irrelevance. 

The Montreal Exchange that runs Canada’s 
market for equity, currency and interest-
rate derivatives has announced its intention 
to open a carbon trading operation, but it 
has been waiting for the government to 
take a more explicit position in its climate 
policy. In October 2006, the government 
introduced a Clean Air Act that set ‘inten-
sity targets’ rather than absolute emissions 
reduction targets. 

Russia

The collapse of Russia’s economy during the 
1990s meant that it had an enormous drop in 
emissions, at one point almost 40 per cent 

below its 1990 level. This means that not 
only is Russia guaranteed to reach its Kyoto 
commitment of stabilising its emissions at 
1990 levels, it also has a huge pool of sur-
plus allowances that it can sell on to other 
countries when the global emissions market 
opens for business in 2008. This supply of 
surplus credits, achieved by external circum-
stances rather than by having implemented 
any sort of energy effi  ciency or renewable 
energy measures, is referred to as ‘hot air’ 
by critics who point to it as an example of 
how emissions trading can be profi tably ex-
ploited, with no action being taken to deal 
with climate change. Russia is also laying 
the groundwork for foreign companies to 
invest in JI projects to generate credits. Not 
surprisingly, Russia has been enthusiastic 
about its opportunities to profi t from emis-
sions trading. One World Bank estimate 
suggests that Russia could profi t by USD 11 
billion under Kyoto.

USA

George Bush famously refused to ratify the 
Kyoto Protocol in 2001 and so the US is not 
taking part in emissions trading in order to 
meet any domestic compliance targets at the 
national level. Yet several private initiatives, 
including the Chicago Climate Exchange, 
are trading in off set credits. However, with 
the recent Democrat takeover of Congress, 
the US attitude to emissions trading is set 
to change. Ten US corporations, including 
DuPont and General Electric, have joined 
with green groups to form the US Climate 
Action Partnership to urge Bush and Con-
gress to create a carbon market for the US. 
At the 2007 World Economic Forum in Da-
vos, chief executives of European and US 
power and industrial companies said that the 
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US needs to lead the way in setting up a 
global carbon emissions trading regime.

Carbon trading as part of the problem

There is a growing feeling that this ap-
proach won’t work. Critics argue that car-
bon trading encourages the industries most 
dependent on coal, oil and gas to delay 
shifting away from fossil fuels. There is little 
incentive for expensive plans for long-term 
structural change if you can get by in the 
short term by buying pollution rights from 
operations that can reduce their emissions 
(Lohmann 2006).

Furthermore, a number of researchers and 
civil society organisations, like those in-
volved in the worldwide Durban Network 
for Climate Justice, see carbon off set proj-
ects in Southern countries as a form of ‘car-
bon colonialism,’ and the transformation of 
carbon-absorbing capacity into a tradable 
commodity as an enormous privatisation 
that has occurred relatively unnoticed and 
uncontested (Bachram et al. 2003). More 
than 200 groups have signed the Durban 
Declaration on Carbon Trading (2004), 
which states:  ‘[H]istory has seen attempts to 
commodify land, food, labour, forests, wa-
ter, genes and ideas. Carbon trading follows 
in the footsteps of this history and turns the 
earth’s carbon-cycling capacity into prop-
erty to be bought or sold in a global mar-
ket. Through this process of creating a new 
commodity – carbon – the Earth’s ability 
and capacity to support a climate conducive 
to life and human societies is now passing 
into the same corporate hands that are de-
stroying the climate.’

For G8 countries seeking to demonstrate 
their commitment to climate action, the 
inherent problems of emissions trading are 
swept aside in favour of a belief in the per-
ceived omnipotence of the market. The 
problem of climate change requires not rad-
ical reductions at source, but the ‘invisible 
hand’ of the market to sweep up the mess 
in the most cost-eff ective manner possible. 
The neoliberal ethic embodied in power 
blocs such as the G8, themselves highly de-
pendent on the fossil fuel economy, is ulti-
mately what drives this agenda forward.
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The G8 – geoengineers without borders
Pat Mooney

In 2005, the marchers in the streets de-
manded that the world ‘Make Poverty 

History’. The eight men on the Gleneagles 
golf course countered with ‘make poverty 
chemistry’. The solution to world poverty, 
according to the G8, is not increased aid and 
equitable trade but some undefi ned tech-
nological fi x whose benefi cence will trick-
le down upon marginalised people. The 
struggle is no longer for social justice – for 
what Latin Americans in the 1960s and 1970s 
called ‘liberation theology’ – but for ‘lib-
eration technology’. The solution to world 
hunger is genetically engineered crops. The 
answer to peak oil is the hydrogen economy. 
The knowledge economy will take care of 
poverty, and global warming can be arrested 
by nanotechnology. HIV and AIDS, TB and 
malaria will inevitably succumb to human 
genomics. There is no longer any need to 
do the heavy lifting of social policy when 
we have scientists and innovative industries 
ready and waiting in the wings to deliver a 
magic bullet to the heart of every social is-
sue. 

Through no choice of their own, the G8 
Summit of 2007 will be defi ned by its pro-
nouncements – possibly even commitments 
– related to climate change, global trade 
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and the deteriorating health and wealth of 
Africa. The turbulent storms that racked 
Southeast Asia, the unpredictable cycle of 
droughts and fl oods in Africa, and the win-
ters that almost didn’t happen in Western 
Europe and North America have guaranteed 
the primacy of climate as the hot topic.1 

Technology will occupy centre stage as the 
panacea to every problem and is an attrac-
tive solution to many. Though we have 
grown cynical over economic globalisa-
tion, distrustful of the hype on terror and 
alarmed about global warming, most of us 
see the advance of science and technology as 
humanity’s most enduring virtue and reli-
able salvation. Faced with what otherwise 
appear to be intractable problems, the coun-
tries of the G8 seem willing to gamble on 
public-private partnerships that will allow 
us to leap-frog over – or end-run around – 
the Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse. This 
assumption needs to be challenged.

Genetically engineering world hunger

As if by magic, the fi rst genetically engi-
neered (GE) crops were planted in 1996 as 
the world held its fi rst Food Summit. At 
the Summit, world leaders pledged to halve 
hunger by 2015 and biotech companies 
promoted genetic engineering as the silver 
bullet solution. Eleven years later the ranks 

1 Of course, G8 Summits can be derailed by cur-
rent events. The well-orchestrated campaign 
to ‘Make Poverty History’ at Gleneagles all but 
vaporised with the bombing of London’s trans-
portation system. Events in the Middle East or 
Africa could easily ‘tip’ climate change into the 
dustbin this year.

of the hungry have increased by about 30 
million (although the percentage has de-
clined modestly) and the GE silver bullet has 
missed its mark.

Nevertheless, the hype continues. There is 
much talk that is promising a second green 
revolution in Africa. The Gates Foundation 
has added about USD 100 million to a USD 
50 million commitment from the Rock-
efeller Foundation to launch a massive seed 
development initiative. The two Founda-
tions will announce another approximately 
USD 150 million to upgrade African soils 
(with a large injection of Norwegian ferti-
liser). Google, meanwhile, is off ering USD 
300 million to Tanzania. More experienced 
Foundations that have been asked to advise 
on the Google off er believe that much of 
this money will go beyond information 
technology to agriculture. Aside from this, 
four countries of the G8 (Canada, France, 
the UK and the USA) have committed 
themselves to building four ‘centres of ex-
cellence’ around the continent. The Cana-
dian contribution (about USD 30 million) 
is already setting up in Nairobi as the Bio-
sciences Center for East and Central Africa 
(BECA). The French will build a bioinfor-
matics centre in Senegal while the Ameri-
cans will build a centre in Egypt and the 
British will build a new state-of-the-art ge-
nomics facility somewhere in South Africa. 
Canada’s BECA bricks and mortar contri-
bution is not accompanied by any money for 
the ongoing maintenance and management 
of the facility. Some private organisations 
that have been asked to join in the enter-
prise bluntly describe it as absurd. Beyond 
this, the Gates and Syngenta Foundations 
are both constructing labs and supporting 
gene banks and additional seed research. 
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Gates is committing tens of millions to the 
development of drought-tolerant plant va-
rieties and plunking down another USD 30 
million to rejuvenate gene bank accessions 
and support scientifi c training.

All of this amounts to a huge new investment 
in African agriculture. While the money is 
welcome, the chaotic and uncoordinated 
strategy behind it is not. Many fear that these 
private initiatives are intended to provide a 
soft entry for multinational seed companies 
and their GE crops. Countering this, Gates 
and Rockefeller insist that none of the 200 
plant varieties they propose to bring to mar-
ket in the next fi ve years will be GE. Fur-
ther, they say it is highly unlikely that the 
plant varieties expected in a second fi ve-year 
phase will be GE. This makes sense. Con-
trary to its pronouncements a decade ago, 
the biotech industry has nothing to off er Af-
rica. Nevertheless, the net eff ect of many of 
the Foundation proposals for Africa’s green 
revolution are intended to create a policy and 
regulatory framework as well as the research 
and market infrastructure needed to make 
agribusiness in Africa welcome. Although 
they may dream otherwise, this ‘born-again’ 
revolution has been born in chaos and con-
fusion and has little hope of success.

Despite the endless debates over GE cotton in 
India or GE rice in China, the reality is that 
– 11 years on – genetic engineering amounts 
to fi ve companies that control well over 90 
per cent  of the GE seed market; only four 
crops (maize, soya beans, cotton and canola) 
occupying well over 90 per cent  of seeded 
hectares; just three countries (Argentina, 
Canada, and the USA) account for well over 
90 per cent of the total land area sown to 
GE crops; only two traits (GE herbicide tol-

erance and GE insect resistance) and, when 
you come right down to it, one whopping 
big company – Monsanto –actually account 
for almost all of the world’s GE seed sales. 
World hunger carries on unabated.

According to the biotech industry, the bold 
solution for the G8 in Germany is to stay 
the course. Barely two years into the era of 
engineered crops, the US government to-
gether with a small cotton seed company 
announced a Technology Protection Sys-
tem (TPS) that would make it profi table 
for the biotech industry to sell genetically 
engineered seeds to farmers in the global 
South. The GE seeds were designed to ‘die’ 
at harvest time, allowing farmers to sell 
their commodity but making it impossible 
for them to save seeds for the next grow-
ing season. Farmers would be forced back 
to the marketplace to buy expensive seed 
every year. The rest of the world called TPS 
‘Terminator’ technology. A couple of years 
later, the cotton seed company and the US 
government had re-invented TPS so that 
it was no longer to feed the hungry but to 
prevent GE contamination. As sloppily en-
gineered biotech seeds leaked into the world 
centres of crop diversity and contaminated 
farmers’ varieties, Terminator technology 
was represented as a green technology to 
protect against the harmful consequences of 
a fl awed industrial strategy.

The world has continued to reject the Ter-
minator. Now, however, with the push for 
a new green revolution in Africa and grow-
ing concern about contamination in Europe, 
the European Commission in Brussels has 
put up more than USD 5 million to help 13 
European research institutes develop ‘trans-
container’ seed with an inducible trait that 
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will cause the seed to be sterile until it is re-
juvenated in some way. Presumably, some 
corporate chemical treatment will have a 
‘Lazarus eff ect’ that will bring seed back to 
life. Brussels insists that this new technology 
(‘Brussels sproutless’?) is only for industria-
lised countries but – North or South – this 
is an extraordinarily dangerous, biodiversity-
hostile technology. In the end, the biotech 
industry that has caused GE contamination 
will have a GE technology capable of causing 
even more contamination, imperilling food 
security and earning even greater profi ts. 
The Achilles heel of Terminator technology 
was that seed companies still had to multiply, 
transport and market new seed every grow-
ing season. Lazarus seeds will put an end to 
seed multiplication and distribution costs 
and place the entire burden on farmers; 1.4 
billion people who depend on farmer-saved 
seed will become still more vulnerable.

Geo-engineering climate change

The Bush administration is already argu-
ing that human-induced climate change can 
best be addressed by human-induced geo-
engineering. The silver lining in the dark 
cloud of rising tides and temperatures is the 
silver bullet of a techno-fi x.

The ‘proof of principle’ is fi rmly established. 
Between industrial pollution and industrial 
agriculture, we have already geo-engineered 
the planet. While we can blame the last two 
centuries of the Industrial Revolution, the 
pace of change has quickened. Since World 
War II, we have consumed more energy and 
raw materials than in the rest of recorded 
history. Within the lifetimes of the G8 lead-
ers global warming has slipped from the-

ory to practice. Armed with this scientifi c 
‘proof ’, the US is trying to convince its al-
lies that the only politically realistic solution 
to climate change is to massively reorgan-
ise earth’s architecture. To this end, the US 
government has been researching and ex-
perimenting with geo-engineering at least 
since the early 1990s, and more intensively 
since 2001. The irony in this should not be 
missed. George Bush – who has spent his 
entire presidency maintaining that nothing 
short of a nuclear holocaust could interrupt 
earth’s stately environmental destiny has 
also spent his entire presidency looking for a 
technical coup d’état over climate change. 

In this the US is not alone. According to 
the World Meteorological Organization, 
during the 1990s at least 50 countries got 
interested in weather modifi cation and, 
today, there are an average of 100 to 130 
modifi cation experiments every year. Some 
of these experiments are nothing more than 
attempts at fog abatement at airports. Oth-
ers, like Beijing’s vow of sunshine for the 
2008 Olympics, represent more heroic at-
tempts to control local weather patterns. 
Yet others are global proposals to blast nano 
or microparticles of polluting material into 
the stratosphere to block or defl ect sunlight, 
so as to lower temperatures. Nanotechnol-
ogy, in fact, may make it possible to build 
extremely thin (and light) solar mirrors in 
the stratosphere that could be adjusted like a 
kind of planetary thermostat.

Aside from the 50 or so countries tinkering 
with the weather, at least a dozen countries 
have been looking into ways to modify sub-
stantial areas of the ocean’s surface. Since 
1993, there have been a dozen national and 
international – public and private – expedi-
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tions to lay a carpet of iron fi lings over por-
tions of the ocean surface that are otherwise 
nutrient-rich but short on iron. The theory is 
that the iron will support huge phytoplank-
ton blooms that will sequester carbon diox-
ide sinking it to the ocean fl oor. Consortia of 
companies are actively developing iron fer-
tilisation schemes for carbon trading. This, 
despite the fact that no one is certain how 
long the sequestered CO

2
 will stay below the 

surface. Some fear that the greenhouse gas 
will be back in the stratosphere at about the 
same time as the perpetrators are cashing their 
cheques. Dissenting scientists have warned 
that the experiments – occupying variously 
50 to 1100 square kilometres of ocean – could 
fundamentally alter the biology of the ocean 
or even create sterile zones. 

Genome-engineering society

The G8 can also engineer world health. In 
the last couple of years, almost 200,000 peo-
ple have paid USD 100 each to surrender 
their DNA to a venture established by IBM 
and the US National Geographic Society. In 
return for their hundred dollars, the donors 
get some inkling of their genetic ancestry 
and the good feeling that they may be con-
tributing to medical research. IBM and its 
partner get a paid-up treasure trove of ge-
netic information. Yet, this is only one of 
numerous private sector initiatives to collect 
and evaluate the world’s human genetic di-
versity. And the private sector initiatives are 
matched by governmental programmes in 
countries such as the UK and USA, where 
laws are being changed to make it easier for 
public health or security authorities to col-
lect and store human cell lines and other ge-
netic material.

This has implications. First, who will own 
the human genome? Already, almost 20 
per cent of all human genes have been pat-
ented. One company is said to own half of 
these patents. According to recent estimates, 
about two-thirds of patented human genes 
are in the hands of three companies. The 
pharmaceutical industry insists that the col-
lection of human genetic diversity is leading 
the way to a new era of personalised medi-
cine wherein everyone will have an em-
bedded chip containing their own genomic 
map, making it possible for drug companies 
and medical personnel to better diagnose 
diseases and develop interventions that will 
maintain our health. By collecting DNA 
samples from isolated (often indigenous) 
populations around the world, researchers 
can triangulate on genetic variations that 
could help identify and/or prevent medical 
problems.

Understandably, indigenous peoples are con-
cerned that the genomic data could under-
mine their land claims or even be used – as 
the British Medical Association has warned 
– to develop population-targeted bioweap-
ons. Civil libertarians are concerned that 
personalised DNA maps will allow govern-
ments and industry to monitor everyone, 
everywhere, all the time.

There are other concerns. Most recently, 
the Bulletin of the Atomic Scientist and the 
President of the Royal Society in the UK 
have warned that genomics research and de-
velopments in the neurosciences will make 
it feasible for governments or industry to 
manipulate cultures and attitudes. This is 
not as far-fetched as it sounds. In 2005, the 
UN University’s State of the Future report 
focused on nanotechnology and warned 
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that we are moving into the era of the Mas-
sively Destructive Individual – a techno-
logical point at which (either through terror 
or error) virtually anyone can use almost 
anything to create devastation. In such a 
world, governments can’t expect to moni-
tor all of the people all of the time. Whole 
societies must be rendered passive and/or be 
convinced to monitor themselves. Between 
genome maps and neuroscience, it is not 
surveillance we should fear most, but sur-
render. Between Flickr.com, YouTube and 
MySpace – and in the belief that wellbe-
ing requires a chip in the shoulder – we are 
quickly meeting the government’s needs.

Re-engineering history

The G8’s willingness to engineer us out 
of every problem is neither new nor really 
surprising. Back in the 1920s and 1930s so-
cial scientists – concerned that automation 
would soon overtake and overwhelm work-
ers – believed that human nature needed to 
be engineered, made more passive, ‘dumb-
ed-down’, in order to tolerate an increasing-
ly monotonous existence. In the 1950s and 
1960s, another generation of social scientists 
believed that human nature would have to 
be adjusted in order to live with the omni-
present threat of nuclear war. A few months 
after 9/11, the US National Science Foun-
dation (NSF) co-hosted (with the Depart-
ment of Commerce) a government/industry 
meeting titled ‘Converging Technologies for 
Advancing Human Performance’ at which 
two NSF researchers persuaded the meeting 
to approve a Human Cognome Project that 
would allow government to monitor and 
manipulate – or at least predict – cultural at-
titudes. Back in the 1950s, the Father of the 

Hydrogen Bomb railed against the paranoia 
of societies that wouldn’t allow the tactical 
use of nuclear explosions to open up min-
eral deposits, make tunnels, or build dams. 
About the same time, other researchers con-
sidered nuclear testing in the Pacifi c Ocean 
a ‘wonderful oceanographic tool’. However, 
the G8 leaders need only look to that icon 
of European culture, Leonardo da Vinci, 
who recommended that the best way to end 
the drought might be to turn the nation’s 
cannons on the clouds passing overhead and 
who – in a plan cooked up with Machiavelli 
–proposed to geo-engineer an Italian river 
in order to starve out his city’s enemies. Da 
Vinci’s theories were great but his practices 
were a failure. Over the centuries, govern-
ments don’t seem to have learned the lesson. 
Not long ago, the European Environmental 
Bureau looked at a century of technological 
innovations that had gone awry. They anal-
ysed when governments were fi rst warned 
that they had a problem and when the same 
governments fi nally acted. Usually it took 
an entire human generation (30 years or 
more) for government regulators to move. 
In the fi nal analysis, the G8 can’t engineer 
us out of climate change, hunger, disease or 
inequality. There is no shortcut to doing the 
heavy lifting of social change policy.
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Appendix

Early Warnings without Early Listeners

Early
Warning Problem

Late
Listening

Years
Delayed

1602 Tobacco – 10-fold increase in lung cancers. 1970s >370

Early 
1700s

Caff eine ? ?

1866 Fish stocks – as stocks collapse, StarKist and others move on. Atlantic cod loss 
costs Canada billions. 

1970s 100 

1896 Radiation – Risks are thought to be 4 or 5 times greater than 20 years ago. About 5 
per cent  of childhood leukemia has been attributed to inappropriate use of x-rays 
during pregnancy or early childhood – about 300 deaths per year in the USA alone. 
Still, at least 20 per cent  of UK medical x-rays are unnecessary.

1928 32

1897 Benzene – plastic anaemia, leukemia, etc. among workers in rubber, glue, adhesives, 
automotive and numerous other industries. 275 additional deaths in USA were 
caused by 10- year industry delaying tactics. Epidemic among Turkish shoemakers 
in 1960s rose from new benzene uses. Industry stalling tactics widely blamed for 
deaths.

1977 80 

1898 Asbestos – 250,000 to 400,000 deaths still to come from mesothelioma and lung 
cancer. Evidence suppressed by Turner Bros. and action stalled by cartel.

1931 33 

1899 PCBs in pesticides, paints, sealants, etc. found highly toxic, leading to neural and 
respiratory problems in exposed children. Monsanto withheld evidence.

1972 73 

1907 CFCs 1977 70 

1938 Halocarbons – CFCs attacked ozone layer, leading to increased skin cancer, etc. 75 
per cent  of production (13 corporate groups led by DuPont) resisted ban.

1997 59 

1938 DES – animal growth hormone and drug for pregnant women found to be a 
transplacental carcinogen and teratogen; at least 10 million mothers and children 
exposed. Eli Lilly, the largest and last manufacturer, fought ban to the end. 

1971 33 

1945 Antimicrobials for humans and livestock led to animal health concerns and 
transfer of antibiotic resistances in people and livestock. Pharmaceutical industry 
fought reduced use and ban.

>1970 >25 

1952 Sulphur dioxide in fossil fuels led to acid rain with damage to fi sh and forests as 
well as severe corrosion of buildings. 

1979 27 

1954 MTBE – lead substitute in fuels contaminates groundwater and causes asthma and 
cancer.

2000 46 

1962 DDT – the wonder insecticide was fi rst marketed in 1947 and much later found to 
persist in the environment and kill off  large numbers of species.

1969 7 

1970 TBT – antifoulant paint for ships led to oyster/shellfi sh market collapse, imposed 
phenomena in sea mammals, and concerns for human food consumption.

1982 12 

1970 Hormones for livestock and humans led to increased breast and prostate cancer 
and thrombosis. Over 10,000 cases of anomalous sexual development reported in 
Porto Rico.

1982 12 

>1970 BSE – UK government risked lives for at least 8 years; explicitly lying about meat 
safety and scientifi c assurances. 

1996 >20 

1980 GMOs  2003 23 

2002 Nanoparticles >2003 ?

Source: Adapted from Late Lessons from Early Warnings: Th e Precautionary Principle 1896-2000, Environmental Issues 
Report, EEA, 2001, with additional examples from ETC Group.
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Profi teering from Death 
– TRIPs and monopolies on seeds and 
medicines
Vandana Shiva

Monopolies on medicines and seeds 
are threatening the lives of millions. 

What is needed is a completion of the review 
of Trade Related Property Rights (TRIPs) 
and implementation of the Doha Declaration 
on public health. Article 27.3 (b) of TRIPs, 
which allows patents on seeds and plants, 
was to be reviewed by the World Trade Or-
ganization (WTO) in 1999; and by 2000, 
member states were to amend the TRIPs 
agreement as a whole. However, the G8 has 
systematically blocked the review process. In 
2001, countries signed the Doha Declaration, 
which states: ‘The TRIPs agreement can and 
should be interpreted and implemented in a 
manner supportive of WTO members’ right 
to protect public health and in particular 
to promote access to medicine for all.’ Yet, 
instead of promoting access to seed for all 
farmers and access to medicines for all, the 
G8 is promoting access to monopoly markets 
for pharmaceutical giants, which are also the 
seed biotechnology giants.

WTO and the TRIPs agreement

The TRIPs agreement of the WTO is the 
most far-reaching in terms of creating cor-
porate rights and monopolies. During the 
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Uruguay Round of the General Agreement 
on Tariff s and Trade (GATT), the United 
States introduced its fl awed patent system 
into the WTO and thus imposed it on the 
rest of the world. US Corporations have 
admitted that they drafted and lobbied on 
behalf of TRIPs. As a Monsanto spokesman 
said, ‘The industries and traders of world 
commerce have played simultaneously the 
role of patients, the diagnosticians, and pre-
scribing physicians.’

TRIPs not only made intellectual property 
rights (IPR) laws global geographically but 
also removed ethical boundaries by includ-
ing life forms and biodiversity into patent-
able subject matter. Living organisms and 
life forms that are self-creating were thus re-
defi ned as machines and artifacts made and 
invented by the patentee. Intellectual prop-
erty rights and patents then give the patent 
holder a monopolistic right to prevent oth-
ers from making, using or selling seeds. The 
sacred duty of seed-saving by farmers has 
now been redefi ned as stealing ‘property’ 
– a criminal off ence. Article 27.3 (b) of the 
TRIPs agreement, which relates to patents 
on living resources, was basically the result 
of lobbying by the ‘Life Science’ companies, 
who wanted to establish themselves as the 
Lords of Life. 

The chemical companies of the world have 
bought up seed and biotechnology com-
panies and reorganised themselves as Life 
Science corporations, claiming patents on 
genes, seeds, plants and animals. Ciba Geigy 
and Sandoz have combined to form Novartis, 
Hoechst has joined with Rhone Poulenc to 
form Aventis; Zeneca has merged with As-
tia; Dupont has bought up Pioneer HiBred; 
and Monsanto now owns Cargill Seeds, 

DeKalb, Calgene, Agracetus, Delta and Pine 
Land, Holden and Asgrow, Seminis. Eighty 
per cent of all genetically engineered seeds 
planted are Monsanto’s ‘intellectual prop-
erty’. And Monsanto owns broad species 
patents on cotton, mustard and soya bean – 
crops that were not ‘invented’ or ‘created’ by 
Monsanto but have been evolved over cen-
turies of innovation by farmers in India and 
East Asia working in close partnership with 
biodiversity gifted by nature. 

There are three perversions inherent in pat-
ents on living material:

1. Ethical perversion

This refers to the claim that seeds, plants, 
sheep, cows or human cell lines are noth-
ing but ‘products of the mind’ ‘created’ by 
Monsanto, Novartis, Ian Wilmut or PPL. 
Living organisms have their intrinsic self-
organisation; they make themselves, and 
hence cannot be reduced to the status of 
patent holders’ ‘inventions’ or ‘creations’. 
They cannot be ‘owned’ as private property 
because they are our ecological kin, not ‘ge-
netic mines’.

2. Criminalisation of saving and sharing seeds

The recognition of corporations as ‘owners’ 
or seed through intellectual property rights 
converts farmers into ‘thieves’ when they 
save seed or share it with neighbours. Mon-
santo hires detectives to chase farmers who 
might be engaging in such ‘theft’.

3. Encouraging biopiracy

‘Biopiracy’ is the theft of biodiversity and 
indigenous knowledge through patents. 
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Biopiracy deprives the South in three ways:

• It creates a false claim to novelty and 
invention, even though the knowledge 
has evolved since ancient times. Thus, 
biopiracy is intellectual theft, which robs 
Third World people of their creativity 
and their intellectual resources. 

• It diverts scarce biological resources to 
the monopoly control of corporations, 
depriving local communities and indige-
nous practitioners. Thus, biopiracy is re-
source theft from the poorest two-thirds 
of humanity who depend on biodiversity 
for their livelihoods and basic needs. 

• It creates market monopolies and ex-
cludes the original innovators from their 
rightful share of local, national and in-
ternational markets. Instead of prevent-
ing this organised economic theft, WTO 
rules protect the powerful and punish 
the victims. In a dispute initiated by the 
United States against India, the WTO 
forced India to change its patent laws and 
grant exclusive marketing rights to for-
eign corporations on the basis of foreign 
patents. Since many of these patents are 
based on biopiracy, the WTO is in fact 
promoting piracy through patents. 

Over time, the consequences of TRIPs for 
the South’s biodiversity and Southern peo-
ple’s rights to their diversity will be severe. 
No one will be able to produce or reproduce 
patented agricultural, medicinal or animal 
products freely, thus eroding the livelihoods 
of small producers and preventing the poor 
from using their own resources and knowl-
edge to meet their basic needs of health and 
nutrition. Royalties for their use will have 

to be paid to the patentees and unauthorised 
production will be penalised, thus increas-
ing the debt burden.

Resistance to biopiracy 

The new IPR laws embodied in the TRIPs 
agreement of the WTO have unleashed an 
epidemic of piracy of nature’s creativity and 
millennia of indigenous innovation. The 
Research Foundation for Science, Tech-
nology and Ecology (RFSTE) / Navdanya 
started the campaign against biopiracy with 
neem in 1994, mobilised 1 million signa-
tures against neem patents and fi led a legal 
suit against the USDA (United States De-
partment of Agriculture) and W. R Grace’s 
patent on the fungicidal properties of neem 
(No. 436257 B1) in the European Patent Of-
fi ce (EPO) in Munich, Germany. The Inter-
national Federation of Organic Agriculture 
Movements (IFOAM) of Germany and Ms 
Magda Alvoet, former Green Member of 
the European Parliament were also party to 
the challenge. The EPO revoked the patent 
on neem in May 2000 and reconfi rmed this 
on 8 March 2005 when it revoked the con-
troversial patent in its entirety, adjudging 
that there was ‘no inventive step’ involved 
in the fungicide patent, and thus confi rming 
the ‘prior art’ of the use of neem.

In 1998, Navdanya started a campaign against 
the biopiracy of basmati rice (Patent No. 
5663484) by the US corporation, RiceTec. 
On 14 August 2001, Navdanya achieved an-
other victory against biopiracy and patents 
on life when the United States Patent and 
Trademark Offi  ce (USPTO) revoked sev-
eral sections of the patent on Indian basmati 
rice by RiceTec. These included: (i) the 
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generic title of the RiceTec patent, which 
earlier referred to basmati rice lines; (ii) the 
sweeping and false claims of RiceTec having 
‘invented’ particular traits in rice seeds and 
plants, including plant height, grain length 
and aroma, all of which are characteristics 
found in our traditional basmati varieties; 
and (iii) claims to general methods of breed-
ing, which amounted to piracy of traditional 
breeding done by farmers and our scientists 
(of the 20 original claims only three narrow 
ones survived).

The third major victory against biopiracy for 
Navdanya came in October 2004 when the 
EPO revoked Monsanto’s patent on the In-
dian landacre (wild relative) of wheat, Nap 
Hal. This was made possible under the cam-
paign against patents on life as well as against 
biopiracy. Monsanto, the largest seed corpo-
ration in the world, had been assigned a pat-
ent (EP 0445929 B1) on Nap Hal wheat on 21 
May 2003 under the simple title ‘Plants’. On 
27 January 2004, RFSTE, along with Green-
peace and Bharat Krishak Samaj (BKS), fi led 
a petition at the EPO, challenging the patent 
rights given to Monsanto.  The patent was 
revoked in October 2004, once again estab-
lishing the fact that patents on biodiversity, 
indigenous knowledge and resources are 
based on biopiracy. There is an urgent need 
to ban all patents on life and living organ-
isms, including genes and cell lines.

Through citizens’ actions, three biopiracy 
battles have been won and have thus contrib-
uted to the defense of farmers’ rights, indige-
nous knowledge and biodiversity. Navdanya’s 
focus on collective, cumulative innovation 
embodied in indigenous knowledge has cre-
ated a worldwide movement for the defense 
of the intellectual rights of communities. 

Indian farmers, traditional practitioners and 
traders will lose their market share in local, 
national and global markets. For example, 
the US government granted a patent on 
karela, Jamun and Brinjal – for their anti-
diabetic properties – to two non-resident 
Indians and their business partner. The use 
of these substances for control of diabetes is 
everyday knowledge in authoritative treatis-
es such as the ‘Wealth of India,’ ‘The Com-
pendium of Indian Medicinal Plants’ and 
the ‘Treatise on Indian Medicinal Plants’.

If there were only one or two cases of such 
false claims to invention on the basis of 
biopiracy, they could be called an error. 
However, biopiracy is an epidemic. Neem, 
haldi, pepper, harar, bahera, amla, mustar, 
basmati, ginger, castor, jaramla, amaltas, 
karela and Jamun have all been patented. 
The problem is not, as was claimed in the 
case of turmeric, an error made by a pat-
ent clerk. The problem is deep and systemic. 
And it calls for systemic change, not case-
by-case challenges. That is why we demand 
a change in TRIPs and patent laws.

Some have suggested that biopiracy happens 
because Indian knowledge is not docu-
mented. That is far from true. Indigenous 
knowledge in India has been systematically 
documented, and this in fact has made pi-
racy easier. Even the folk knowledge orally 
held by local communities deserves to be 
recognised as collective, cumulative inno-
vation. Ignorance of such knowledge in the 
United States should not allow piracy to be 
treated as invention. 

The potential costs of biopiracy to the Third 
World poor are very high since two-thirds 
of the people in the South depend on free 
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access to biodiversity for their livelihoods 
and needs. Seventy per cent of seed in India 
is saved seed or share farmers’ seed; 70 per 
cent of healing is based on indigenous medi-
cine, using local plants. 

If a patent system that is supposed to reward 
inventiveness and creativity systematically 
rewards piracy, if a patent system fails to 
honestly apply criteria of novelty and non-
obviousness in the granting of patents re-
lated to indigenous knowledge, then the 
system is fl awed and needs to change. It 
cannot be the basis of granting patents or 
establishing exclusive marketing rights. The 
problem of biopiracy is a result of Western-
style IPR systems, not the absence of such 
IPR systems in India. Therefore, the imple-
mentation of TRIPs, which is based on US-
style patent regimes, should be immediately 
stopped and a review of the system should 
be undertaken. 

TRIPs allows rich countries to pirate knowl-
edge freely from other countries, patent it, 
and then fi ercely protect this stolen knowl-
edge as ‘intellectual property’. Knowledge 
fl ows freely from the South to the North 
through biopiracy but is prevented from 
fl owing freely from the North to the South 
through patents. If biopiracy is to stop, then 
TRIPs must change. 

Seed monopolies and farmers’ 
suicides in India
As a result of globalisation, corporations such 
as Monsanto have gained monopoly control 
over seed (see Table 1) In India, they fi rst en-
tered the market through hybrid cotton seeds 
and later introduced genetically engineered 
Bt cotton seeds. High cost seeds, which are 

both non-renewable and unreliable, have 
driven hundreds of thousands of Indian 
farmers into committing suicide. In a par-
liamentary debate in 2006, the government 
fi gures were 150,000 farm suicides in the pre-
vious decade. The ‘suicide belt’ overlaps with 
regions where corporations like Monsanto 
have established seed monopolies.

Table 1: World’s Top Ten Seed Companies1

The Andhra Pradesh Government has fi led 
a contempt petition with the Monopolies 
and Restrictive Trade Practices Commis-
sion (MRTPC) on June 26, 2006 against 
Mahyco – Monsanto Biotech (India) Ltd. – 
for not obeying the commission’s order on 
the ‘trait value’ of Bt cotton seed.

Monsanto enjoys a monopoly on produc-
tion, supply and marketing of Bt cotton 
seed in India. The fi rm operates through its 
subsidiary, Mahyco. For several years, the 
company has been charging a ‘trait value’ 
(price fi xed for research and development) 

1 ETC Group, ‘Global Seed Industry Concen-
tration’, Sept–Oct 2005, Canada

S.No Company 2004 Seed Sales 
(US Millions)

1 Monsanto (US) + Seminis 

(acquired by Monsanto 3/05)

USD 2,277

2 Dupont/Pioneer (US) USD 2,600

3 Syngenta (Switzerland) USD 1,239

4 Groupe Limagrain (France) USD 1,044

5 KWS AG (Germany) USD 622

6 Land O’Lakes (US) USD 538

7 Sakata (Japan) USD 416

8 Bayer Crop Science (Germany) USD 387

9 Taikii (Japan) USD 366

10 DLF-Trifollum (Denmark) USD 320
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on Bt cotton seed, which can resist local 
pests, at Rs. 1750 per pack of 450 grams of 
seed. Monsanto gets the seed for Rs. 300 per 
750-gram pack from the farmers, who grow 
it under the company’s supervision. The 
government has challenged the validity of 
the ‘trait value’ in the court and demanded 
its abolition. The government has also de-
manded Rs. 400 crore2 from the company, 
which it collected from the farmers. The 
MRTPC directed Mahyco/Monsanto to re-
duce the ‘trait value’ to a reasonable extent. 
Monsanto tried to approach the Supreme 
Court to stay the order of the MRTPC. But 
the Supreme Court refused to grant a stay.

Meanwhile, the Andhra Pradesh govern-
ment had convened a meeting of the seven 
other states – Orissa, Karnataka, Maharash-
tra, Tamil Nadu, Madhya Pradesh, Punjab 
and Haryana. It was decided in the meeting 
to bring pressure on Monsanto to reduce the 
price of Bt cotton seed so that farmers were 
not over burdened by the exorbitant price. 
The Andhra Pradesh government, in its peti-
tion, said that the company had deliberately 
ignored the MRTPC order, withheld the 
stock and failed to supply the seed even after 
the onset of monsoon. The state government 
told the commission that there were a large 
number of complaints from farmers about 
seed suppliers withholding the stock. The 
state government also held meetings with the 
seed producers about their marketing plans 
and asked them not to charge the ‘trait value’ 
beyond Rs. 750 per 450-gram pack.

The petition says that after the Supreme 
Court declined to stay the commission’s 

2 A crore is a unit in the Indian numbering sys-
tem. One crore = 10 million. 

order on 30 May  2005 the company fi xed 
the value of Bt cotton seed at Rs. 880 per 
unit of 450 gram. This violates the com-
mission’s direction to the company to fi x a 
reasonable ‘trait value’ along the lines of its 
practice in China. The company’s action in 
fi xing the price at Rs. 880 demonstrated its 
callousness and utter disregard for the com-
mission’s order, the government said in its 
petition to the MRTPC. The government 
also asked the commission to initiate con-
tempt proceedings against the company and 
its offi  cials. 

Monopolies in medicine

Not only has TRIPs encouraged monopo-
lies over seed, threatening the very survival 
of farmers, it has also led to monopolies in 
medicine. India’s national laws did not al-
low product patents in medicine. Only new 
processes could be patented. Through a dis-
pute brought by the US to the WTO India 
has been forced to amend her patent laws 
three times. The third amendment intro-
duced product patents in medicine but re-
stricted the patent to new medical entities so 
as to prevent companies from evergreening 
their patents and hence their monopolies. 
Novartis has sued India and challenged the 
law that protects the rights of citizens to af-
fordable medicine through the provision of 
generic drugs. 

India is the world’s biggest supplier of ge-
neric medicines, supplying 67 per cent of 
generics to developing countries. The global 
giants are targeting India because establish-
ing a monopoly in India is central to their 
establishing global monopoly access in the 
Third World.  This is why Novartis has sued 
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the Indian government in the Madras High 
Court, accusing it of violating the TRIPs 
agreement. Novartis had applied for a pat-
ent for a cancer drug, Imatioib mesylate, 
marketed under the brand name Gleevec/
Glivec. The patented drug is sold at USD 
2,600 for a month’s treatment, compared to 
USD 200 per month for the generic version. 
The clause Novartis is challenging is one 
that prevents evergreening of patents. Sec-
tion 3(d) of the Patents Act contains a key 
public health safeguard: the patent law does 
not allow the granting of patents on the ‘dis-
covery of a new form of a known substance, 
which does not result in the enhancement of 
the known effi  cacy of that substance, or the 
mere discovery of any new property or new 
use for a known substance or of the mere 
use of a known process.’ This defi nes inven-
tion in a clear way and awards patents only 
when there is a substantive improvement of 
the existing drug formulation. 

In 1998, Novartis had sued the South Af-
rican government for importing generics 
from India. In 1997, the South African gov-
ernment also passed a law to provide access 
to aff ordable medicines by using the provi-
sions of compulsory licensing and parallel 
imports. The aim was to reduce the cost of 
treating HIV and AIDS by 50-90 per cent. 
With over 4 million AIDS patients, the gov-
ernment action was a public health impera-
tive. Yet all the pharmaceutical giants mobi-
lised to challenge the South African law.

The AIDS epidemic has made evident the 
fact that the cost of health care and drugs is 
becoming prohibitive throughout the world 
as a result of the implementation of US-style 
patent regimes. Currently there are approxi-
mately 32.3 million cases of HIV in develop-

ing countries. More than 2.5 million people 
die each year from AIDS. While a cocktail 
of drugs has reduced mortality by 75 per 
cent and morbidity by 73 per cent over a 
three-year period in the US, the treatment 
is costly. Annual treatment costs range be-
tween USD 10,000 and USD 15,000. Even if 
the UNAIDS initiative subsidised the price 
by 85 per cent, the cost would be approxi-
mately USD 2,250 per year. And AIDS is 
only one among other killer diseases in the 
Third World, such as malaria and tubercu-
losis. Generic medicine for AIDS from India 
is available for USD 200 for a year’s treat-
ment. It is this access to medicine that the 
global corporations are seeking to destroy 
in order to make enormous profi ts through 
monopolies. 

The G8 in support of TRIPs-plus

The priorities for the G8 summit as identi-
fi ed by the Personal Advisor to the Chan-
cellor (Berlin, 10 October 2006) are stron-
ger IPR rights for corporations, and hence 
weaker rights to food and medicine for citi-
zens. The note on priorities states: 

 Innovation is at the root of welfare in 
knowledge-based societies. Protection 
of innovation, especially in international 
trade and investment relations, plays a de-
cisive role for the willingness to invest in 
research and development. We see a need 
for action particularly in the improve-
ment of international cooperation to im-
plement intellectual property rights in the 
fi ght against product and brand piracy. 

There is no mention of biopiracy. Product 
patents are assumed to be a right and pro-
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cess patents are defi ned as ‘product piracy’. 
This is trait support to corporate monop-
olies over seeds and medicines. Instead of 
making a commitment to the outstanding 
review of TRIPs, the G8 priority is to cre-
ate new agreements to enforce monopolies 
for corporations:

 The ability of knowledge based societ-
ies to innovate is increasingly challenged 
by violations of intellectual property 
rights. In this context, the German G8 
Presidency aims to bring the protection 
of innovation through international and 
domestic law onto the G8 agenda. Our 
particular attention goes to improving 
the implementation of intellectual prop-
erty rights.  However, we are primarily 
concerned with developing new initia-
tives within the G8 framework, for in-
stance few international agreements that 
are necessary to solve problems with the 
implementation of existing national and 
international rules. In particular, we aim 
to initiate a structured dialogue with 
emerging countries about the protec-
tion of intellectual property. We assume 
that given the eff ort to develop their 
own technological innovations, these 
countries will also have a growing in-
terest in improving the protection and 
implementation of intellectual property 
rights. India and China are resisting an-
other international agreement, to force 
implementation of the biased TRIPS 
agreement which needs reform not im-
plementation.

This sounds like TRIPs-plus. If TRIPs 
has killed hundreds of thousands of farm-
ers, by denying them seeds, and threatens 
to kill millions of people by denying them 

medicine, how much more violence will 
TRIPs-plus, driven by the G8, unleash on 
the poor of the world? Corporate intellec-
tual property rights have become a threat to 
the survival of the poor. The G8 cannot talk 
about achieving the Millennium Develop-
ment Goals while it promotes monopolies 
on seeds and medicines. It cannot talk of 
a knowledge economy if it robs people of 
access to knowledge. And it cannot talk of 
equitable globalisation if it denies the right 
to food and the right to health through mo-
nopolies in agriculture and medicine. 
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What Next 
– setting the context
Development 
Dialogue no.47, 
June, 2006

Taking stock of some 
of the major political, 
economic and envi-
ronmental trends of 
the past decades, the 

volume provides a historical context and so 
builds an important basis for the forthcoming 
What Next publications. Th is historical sur-
vey also comprises refl ections on the time in 
which What Now and ‘Another Development’ 
emerged, revisiting its principles and their rela-
tion to the mainstream approach to develop-
ment today. Moreover, a number of the arti-
cles engage, at the conceptual level, in a critical 
examination of the key assumptions and un-
derpinnings that characterise conventional ap-
proaches to politics and development.
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Carbon Trading 
– A Critical Conversation 
on Climate Change, Priva-
tisation and Power
Development 
Dialogue no.48, 
September, 2006

Th is special report fo-
cuses on carbon trading 
and is intended to infl u-

ence current climate politics. In the debate on 
the Kyoto Protocol few actors have expressed 
a critical view. It is high time, for the purposes 
of debate and policy-making, to put the spot-
light on the core problem – fossil fuel extrac-
tion and consumption.

Th is publication analyses the problems arising 
from the emerging global carbon market per-
taining to the environment, social justice and 
human rights, and investigates climate mitiga-
tion alternatives. It provides a short history of 
carbon trading and discusses a number of ‘les-
sons unlearned’. Nine case studies from diff  er-
ent parts of the world provide examples of the 
outcomes – on the ground – of various carbon 
‘off  set’ schemes.

Development Dialogue 

Development Dialogue is the Dag Hammar-
skjöld Foundation’s main publication. It is 
addressed to individuals and organisations in 
both the South and the North, including poli-
cy makers, international institutions, members 
of civil society, the media and the research 
community. All issues since 1972 are available 
online at www.dhf.uu.se.

Two issues were published in 2006:
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Patrick Bond is Director of the 
Centre for Civil Society at the 
University of KwaZulu-Natal 
in Durban, South Africa. His 
books include Climate Change, 
Carbon Trading and Civil Society 
(coeditor, Amsterdam 2007); Th e 

Accumulation of Capital in Southern Africa (coeditor, 
Berlin 2007); Looting Africa: Th e Economics of 
Exploitation (London 2006). 

Perils of Elite Pacting
Patrick Bond

We are critics of the G8 and all that 
it represents. But are we also some-

times at risk of losing our footing, tumbling 
down what Munck (2006) calls ‘a slippery 
path for social movements that are being 
bamboozled by neoliberal globalisation into 
a controlled environment where even criti-
cal voices serve the overall purpose of sta-
bilising the existing order’? That path leads 
to the G8 mainly via the Bretton Woods 
Institutions, World Trade Organization and 
United Nations agencies. These institutions 
are the core of ‘global governance’ in most 
conceptions of ‘cosmopolitan democracy’. It 
is here that the role of civil society lies ‘in 
the service of imperialism’ (Petras and Velt-
meyer 2002). 

In contrast, consider a ‘double movement’ 
at the global scale, in the way Polanyi (1957) 
expected: a backlash when ‘the extension 
of the market organisation in respect to 
genuine commodities was accompanied by 
its restriction’. The backlash is led by activ-
ists applying pressure against the sources of 
neoliberal pressure in Washington, Geneva 
and the world’s fi nancial capitals, sometimes 
via the United Nations. There, borrowing 
Antonio Gramsci’s ideas, we encounter the 
trenches and apparently permanent fortifi -
cations of multilateral institutions, inter-
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national law and geopolitical alignments. 
These are overwhelmingly disadvantageous 
sites of struggle for social-change activ-
ists given the present balance of forces, yet 
many large NGOs and citizens’ networks 
insist that on the global terrain, the battle to 
reform the institutions and rules of economy 
and geopolitics can still be won, notwith-
standing all evidence so far to the contrary.

Hence some frank acknowledgement of dif-
ference is long overdue, for analytical reasons 
and also strategic purposes. After all, given 
the character of capitalist political-economic 
dynamics and geopolitical power relations, 
collaborative relations with dominant neo-
liberal elites in the G8 and multilateral agen-
cies have simply not paid off , during at least 
a quarter-century of systematic reform at-
tempts. If one takes merely the World Bank’s 
twists and turns on issues such as transpar-
ency, participation, environment, gender, 
corruption and post-Washington Consen-
sus ideology, it is apparent that multilateral 
agencies can take a step forward and then 
several sideways and even backwards, leaving 
power relations and neoliberal development 
strategies largely intact. At the same time, 
half-hearted forms of consultation arranged 
by the multilateral institutions serve to keep 
larger questions of macroeconomics and the 
parameters of social policy out of bounds. 

In this context of perpetually failing elite 
pacts, ideology is a diffi  cult matter to pin 
down, given how many fads and fashions 
there are. Anti-corruption, for example, is 
only the latest gimmick adopted by a World 
Bank president to acquire legitimacy. On 
the left, in what may be perhaps termed the 
movements for global justice (from where I 
write, cf. Bond 2005, 2006a, 2006b), many of 

the organisations and spokespeople are split 
between ‘autonomist’ and ‘socialist’ politics. 
Other forces in civil society have become 
the product – and ongoing generator – of 
Third World nationalist ideas. Moreover, 
a large share (probably the majority) of 
NGOs, trade unions, progressive religious 
organisations and academics aligned with 
civil society might best be considered ‘post-
Washington’ social democrats.

It is in the latter group that we often fi nd 
leading civil society organisations join-
ing global elite debates, including those 
around the Millennium Development Goals 
and ‘Make Poverty History’ campaigning. 
Moreover, since 2001 a global convergence 
of activists and strategists has appeared at 
the World Social Forum (WSF) meetings. 
Within and often beyond the WSF, a more 
robust mode of global justice and peace work 
is associated with sectoral processes of a trans-
national character. These diff erent terrains of 
struggle make ideological analysis that much 
more complicated, given the shifting analy-
ses, strategies, tactics and alliances associated 
with diverse transnational movements, espe-
cially when wide opportunities are presented 
to join existing (or emerging) political blocs. 

There appear to have emerged at least fi ve 
distinct and largely coherent ideological cat-
egories associated with, if not historic ‘bloc’ 
formation, at least increasingly universal 
political orientations: 

• Global justice movements (often com-
bining traditions of socialism and anar-
chism/autonomism);

• Third World nationalism (with varying 
political traditions);
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• Post-Washington Consensus (often es-
pousing a limited version of social de-
mocracy);

• Washington Consensus (neoliberalism); and

• Resurgent rightwing (neoconservativism).

The fi ve currents are recognisable by the po-
litical traditions from which they have evolved, 
their political-economic agenda, leading insti-
tutions, internal disputes and noted public pro-
ponents. Semantics need not detain us at this 
stage, but it is critical to recognise that these 
are fl uid categories. Across the world, many 
individuals have moved, not merely rhetori-
cally, but also substantively, from one camp 
to another.

Civil society forces are located in each camp, 
of course, but the crucial question is where 
fusion or at least critical mass may emerge 
to direct social resources. Whereas global 
justice ideologies are nearly exclusively 
forged by non-state actors, notwithstand-
ing a recent state-based leadership revival 
from Fidel Castro, Hugo Chavez and Evo 
Morales in Cuba, Venezuela and Bolivia, 
there are important NGO links to progres-
sive Third World nationalism, especially 
the Malaysian-based Third World Net-
work, and agencies such as the South Cen-
tre, sometimes linking the two sides. Most 
large transnational civil society agencies, 
trade unions and environmental groups are 
intrinsically ‘post-Washington’.  But it is to 
the internecine confl icts within and around 
the global elites that we now turn.

Establishment power and vulnerability

The major problem we all confront is the 
surprisingly coherent alliance of neoliberal 
and neoconservative ideologies within the 
world ruling elites over the last few years. 
The neolib-neocon fusion is personifi ed by 
the new leaders of multilateral institutions: 

• the European Union chose Spanish neo-
conservative Rodrigo Rato as Interna-
tional Monetary Fund managing director 
in mid-2004;

• the new head of UNICEF, chosen in Janu-
ary 2005, was Bush’s agriculture minister 
Ann Veneman, although the USA and So-
malia are the only two out of 191 countries 
that refused to ratify the United Nations 
Convention on the Rights of the Child;

• in February 2005, the outgoing head of 
the World Trade Organization, Supachai 
Panitchpakdi from Thailand (who served 
US and EU interests from 2003-05), was 
chosen to lead the United Nations Con-
ference on Trade and Development;

• Paul Wolfowitz – the architect of the ille-
gal US/UK Coalition of the Willing war 
against Iraq – was appointed by Bush to 
head the World Bank in March 2005;

• the European Union’s hard-line trade 
negotiator Pascal Lamy became director 
of the World Trade Organization a few 
weeks later;

• the former World Bank economist Ke-
mal Dervis took over the United Na-
tions Development Programme; 
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• to ensure that Washington’s directives to 
Kofi  Annan continued to be as explicit 
as possible, Bush appointed John Bolton 
as US Ambassador to the UN from mid-
2005 until he was forced to resign in late 
2006 because the Congress would not 
approve his appointment; and

• so that Washington controlled Kofi  An-
nan’s replacement, South Korea’s former 
foreign minister Ban Ki-moon, Bush ap-
pointed Zalmay Khalilzad, the oil execu-
tive who was Bush’s ambassador to Iraq.

It is in this context of an adverse balance 
of forces that we can understand the recent 
debacles of global governance: the inabil-
ity to expand the UN Security Council 
in September 2005; the breakdown of the 
Doha Round of World Trade Organization 
negotiations in July 2006; and the relative 
shrinkage of Africa’s voting power within 
the IMF board of governors in September 
2006. The question, under the circumstanc-
es, is whether global governance reforms are 
indeed possible.

Elite pacting and top-
down reformism

We are now witnessing and also foreseeing 
the futility of reform proposals while the 
neoliberal/neoconservative fusion prevails 
as the dominant bloc. This approach is em-
blematised by Wolfowitz. Under his leader-
ship, the Bank’s main self-declared internal 
reform is against rampant project corrup-
tion whose historical costs to the institution 
were conservatively estimated at USD 100 
billion.

The Bank strategy recalls other recent re-
form failures. In the case of the ill-fated 
1998-2001 World Commission on Dams 
(WCD) co-hosted by the World Bank, for 
example, its chairperson, Kader Asmal, de-
spaired at the 2003 fi ndings of the World 
Panel on Financing Infrastructure (mainly 
implemented by the Bank), which was led 
by former IMF Managing Director Michel 
Camdessus The Bank/IMF renaming 
of structural adjustment programmes – Pov-
erty Reduction Strategy Papers (1999 to the 
present) – entailed increased citizen partici-
pation, but also proved to be a dead end in 
all the cases civil society researchers have 
carefully considered. Other foiled Bretton 
Woods Institution reform initiatives include 
the 1999-2003 Structural Adjustment Partici-
patory Review Initiative (Sapri), which failed 
when Bank staff  walked out of the process. 

The crucial 2002-04 Extractive Industries 
Review (EIR) was similarly constructed as 
a multi-stakeholder project but the Bank’s 
seriousness about the mineral/petroleum/
timber industries’ problems was thrown 
into question during the process. The World 
Bank recently announced that it would re-
engage in contentious water projects such 
as large dams in what it refers to as a ’high 
risk/high reward’ strategy. In 2002, the 
Bank dismissed its ’risk-averse’ approach 
to the forest sector when it approved a new 
forest policy. The World Bank is also con-
sidering support for new oil, mining, and 
gas projects in unstable and poorly governed 
countries, against the recommendations of 
its own evaluation unit. When the EIR sur-
prisingly recommended a phasing-out of all 
Bank fossil fuel investments, the Bank not 
surprisingly rejected that option.  
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Ultimately, nearly all civil society initia-
tives with the World Bank and IMF have 
been disasters, with Civicus withdrawing 
from its controversial 2003-05 initiative to 
rebuild relations. The institutions’ 2006 an-
nual meetings, normally a site of intense 
collaboration with mainstream civil society 
groups, were marred by police repression 
and unprecedented denial of visas and im-
migration rights at the host site, Singapore. 
A successful boycott call made by social and 
environmental groups there refl ected how 
adverse contemporary political power rela-
tions had become.

Other futile global governance reforms re-
cently have been attempts to improve United 
Nations Security Council reform, the han-
dling of governance/democracy implemen-
tation (especially at local levels) and Millen-
nium Development Goal advocacy. None 
have had satisfactory results. For example, 
the MDGs are, in David Held’s view (2005), 
‘the moral consciousness of the international 
community’, yet in reality they were gener-
ated non-transparently by the elite United 
Nations, itself simultaneously moving to 
embrace the Washington Consensus with 
its pro-corporate Global Compact, endorse-
ment of ‘Type 2’ Public-Private Partnership 
privatisation strategies and collaboration 
with the World Bank. Held concedes that 
‘there may have been no point in setting 
these targets at all, so far are we from attain-
ing them in many parts of the world’, but 
global justice activists worry that their main 
fl aw is that the institutions that set the goals 
are so far from the people who need to own 
the struggles and their victories. They are, as 
Peggy Antrobus of the feminist economics 
network DAWN renames them, ‘maximum 
distraction gimmicks’. Likewise, for the 

most important global-scale problem, cli-
mate change, it is timely to query whether 
UN processes are providing, as Held desires, 
a ‘sustainable framework for the manage-
ment of global warming’. Kyoto defi nitely 
wasn’t the answer (Lohmann 2006).

Bottom-up strategies for deglobali-
sation and decommodifi cation

In contrast, the strategic formula is to build 
durable and relatively democratic mass 
movements  informed by internationalism, 
combined with demands upon the national 
state to ‘lock capital down’ (Bond 2003). The 
spirit entails what Walden Bello (2002) has 
called ‘deglobalisation’ (of capital). South Af-
rican and other activists have won dramatic 
victories in deglobalising the Trade Related 
Intellectual Property Rights regime, by de-
manding generic anti-retroviral medicines 
instead of branded, monopoly-patented 
drugs. Similar struggles are underway to de-
globalise food, especially given the Geneti-
cally Modifi ed Organisms threat from trans-
national corporations, to halt bio-piracy, and 
to kick out the water and energy privatisers. 
These are typically ‘non-reformist reforms’ 
insofar as they achieve concrete goals and 
simultaneously link movements, enhance 
consciousness, develop the issues, and build 
democratic organisational forms and mo-
mentum.

Of course, this is a matter for nuanced scale 
politics, determining whether local commu-
nity, subnational, national or regional strate-
gies can best mitigate and reverse global eco-
nomic tyranny for particular issues. But the 
main reason to deglobalise is to gain space 
to fi ght neoliberal commodifi cation. To il-
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lustrate, the South African decommodifi ca-
tion agenda entails struggles to turn basic 
needs into genuine human rights, including: 
free anti-retroviral medicines to fi ght AIDS 
(hence disempowering Big Pharma); 50 litres 
of free water per person per day (hence rid-
ding Africa of Suez and other water privatis-
ers); one kilowatt-hour of free electricity for 
each individual every day (hence reorient-
ing energy resources from export-oriented 
mining and smelting to basic-needs con-
sumption); extensive land reform (hence 
de-emphasising cash cropping and export-
oriented plantations); prohibitions on service 
disconnections and evictions; free educa-
tion (hence halting the General Agreement 
on Trade in Services); and the like. A free 
‘Basic Income Grant’ allowance of USD 15 
per month is even advocated by churches, 
NGOs and trade unions. All such services 
should be universal (open to all, regardless 
of income levels) and to the extent feasible, 
fi nanced through higher prices that penalise 
luxury consumption. This potentially uni-
fying agenda could serve as a basis for wide 
scale social change, in the manner achieved 
even briefl y in Scandinavian social policy 
(Esping-Andersen 1991).

What is apparent, without doubt, is the need 
to transcend elite pacting that has delivered 
so little, and that off ers so little hope in the 
context of such adverse power balances. 
With the last word in that respect, Walter 
Rodney (1972), who was  later assassinated, 
was unforgiving about both state elites and 
what is today a new cadre of NGO global 
deal-seekers, namely:

 …the minority in Africa which serves as 
the transmission line between the metro-
politan capitalists and the dependencies 

in Africa. The importance of this group 
cannot be underestimated. The presence 
of a group of African sell-outs is part 
of the defi nition of underdevelopment. 
Any diagnosis of underdevelopment in 
Africa will reveal not just low per capita 
income and protein defi ciencies, but also 
the gentlemen who dance in Abidjan, 
Accra and Kinshasa when music is played 
in Paris, London and New York.
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Appendix: Five international ideological currents

Political 
current:

Global Justice 
Movements

Th ird World 
Nationalism

Post-Washington 
Consensus

Washington 
Consensus

Resurgent Rightwing

Tradition socialism, anarchism national capitalism (elite) social 
democracy

neoliberalism neoconservatism

Main 
agenda

‘deglobalisation’ 
of capital (not 
of people); 
‘globalisation 
from below’ and 
international 
solidarity; anti-
war; anti-racism; 
indigenous 
rights; women’s 
liberation; ecology; 
‘decommodifi ed’ 
state services; 
radical participatory 
democracy

increased (but 
fairer) global 
integration via 
reform of interstate 
system, based on 
debt relief and 
expanded market 
access; reformed 
global governance; 
regionalism; 
rhetorical anti-
imperialism; and 
Th ird World unity

fi x ‘imperfect 
markets;’ add 
‘sustainable 
development’ to 
existing capitalist 
framework via UN 
and similar global 
state-building; 
promote a degree of 
global Keynesianism; 
oppose US 
unilateralism and 
militarism

rename 
neoliberalism 
(PRSPs, HIPC, PPPs) 
with provisions 
for ‘transparency’, 
self-regulation and 
bail-out mechanisms; 
coopt potential 
emerging-market 
resistance; off er 
fi nancial support for 
US-led empire

unilateral petro-
military imperialism; 
crony deals, 
corporate subsidies, 
protectionism 
and tariff s; reverse 
globalisation of 
people via racism and 
xenophobia; religious 
extremism; patriarchy 
and bio-social power

Leading 
institutions

social movements; 
environmental 
justice activists; 
indigenous people; 
autonomists; 
radical activist 
networks; leftist 
labour movements; 
liberation theology; 
radical think-tanks 
(e.g. Focus on the 
Global South, Global 
Exchange, IBASE, 
IFG, IPS, Nader 
centres, TNI); radical 
media (GreenLeft 
Weekly, Indymedia 
Pacifi ca, Pambazuka, 
zmag.org); semi-
liberated zones 
(Bolivarian projects, 
Kerala); sector-based 
or local coalitions in 
the WSF

Non-Aligned 
Movement, G77 
and South Centre; 
self-selecting 
regimes (often 
authoritarian): 
Argentina, Brazil, 
China, Egypt, India, 
Indonesia, Kenya, 
Libya, Malaysia, 
Nigeria, Pakistan, 
Palestine, Russia, 
South Africa, 
Turkey, Uganda, 
Zimbabwe, with 
a few – Bolivia, 
Cuba, Ecuador and 
Venezuela – that 
lean left; AlJazeera, 
supportive NGOs 
(e.g. Seatini, Th ird 
World Network)

some UN agencies 
(e.g. Unicef, Unifem, 
Unrisd, Wider); 
some INGOs (e.g. 
Care, Civicus, 
IUCN, Oxfam, 
TI); large enviro. 
groups (e.g., Sierra 
and WWF); big 
labour (e.g. ICFTU 
and AFL-CIO); 
liberal foundations 
(Carnegie, Ford, 
MacArthur, Mott, 
Open Society, 
Rockefeller); 
Columbia U. 
economics 
department; 
the Socialist 
International; 
Norway 

US state (Federal 
government, 
Treasury, USAid); 
corporate media, IT 
and fi nanciers; World 
Bank, IMF, WTO; elite 
clubs (Bilderburgers, 
Trilateral 
Commission, World 
Economic Forum); 
some UN agencies 
(UNDP, Unctad, 
Global Compact); 
universities and 
think-tanks 
(University of 
Chicago economics, 
Cato, Council on 
Foreign Relations, 
Adam Smith Inst., 
Inst. of International 
Economics, 
Brookings); BBC, 
CNN and Sky; most 
of G8 

Republican Party 
populist and 
libertarian wings; 
Project for a New 
American Century; 
right-wing think-tanks 
(AEI, CSIS, Heritage, 
Manhattan); Christian 
right institutions 
and media; petro-
military complex and 
industrial fi rms; the 
Pentagon; rightwing 
media (Fox, National 
Interest, Weekly 
Standard, Washington 
Times); proto-fascist 
European parties - 
but also Zionism and 
Islamic extremism
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Political 
current:

Global Justice Movements Th ird World 
Nationalism

Post-Washington 
Consensus

Washington 
Consensus

Resurgent 
Rightwing

Internal 
disputes

role of state; party politics; fi x-it vs 
nix-it for int’l agencies; gender and 
racial power relations; divergent 
interests (e.g. Northern labour 
or environment vs Southern 
sovereignty and indigenous rights); 
tactics (e.g. merits of symbolic 
property destruction) 

degree of militancy 
versus the 
North; divergent 
regional interests; 
religion; large vs 
small countries; 
internecine rivalries

some look left (for 
alliances) while 
others look right 
to the Washington 
Consensus (in 
search of resources, 
legitimacy and 
deals); which 
reforms are optimal

Diff ering reactions 
to US empire 
due to divergent 
national-capitalist 
interests and 
domestic political 
dynamics

Disputes over 
US imperial 
reach, religious 
infl uence, and 
how to best 
protect culture, 
patriarchy, 
and state 
sovereignty

Exemplary 
proponents

POLITICAL SOCIETY:
R. Alarcon, F. Castro, H. Chavez, 
R. Correa, E. Morales

CIVIL SOCIETY: 
C. Abugre, Z. Achmat, E. 
Adamovsky, M. Albert, T. Ali, 
S. Amin, C. Augiton, D. Barsamian, 
A. Ben-Bela, M. Barlow, 
H. Belafonte, W. Bello, A. Bendana, 
M. Benjamin, P.,Bennis, F. Betto, 
H. Bonafi ni, A. Boron, J. Bove, 
J. Brecher, R. Brenner, D. Brutus, 
N. Bullard, A. Buzgalin,  L. Cagan, 
A. Callinicos, L. Cassarini,  
J. Cavanagh, C. Chalmers, 
N. Chomsky, T. Clarke, K. Danaher, 
M. Davis, D. Dembele, A. Dorfman, 
A. Escobar, L. Flanders, R. Fisk, 
E. Galeano, G. Galloway,  S. Gill, 
S. George, D. Glover, A. Goodman, 
M. P. Giyose,  A. Grubacic, 
M. Hardt, D. Harvey, D. Henwood, 
J. Holloway, W. Kaara, 
B. Kagarlitsky, J. Kelsey, N. Klein,
 J. LeCarré, S. Longwe, M. Lowy,  
M. Mamdani, Marcos A. Mittal, 
G. Monbiot, M. Moore, L. Nacpil,  
R. Nader, V. Navarro, A. Negri, 
T. Ngwane, N. Njehu, A. Olukoshi, 
O. Ongwen, G. Palast, L. Panitch,  
M. Patkar, J. Perkins, J. Pilger, 
A. Roy,  E. Sader, D. Sari, J. Sen, 
C. Sheehan, V. Shiva, I. Shivji, 
J. Singh, B. Sousa Santos, 
W. Soyinka, A. Starr, J. Stedile, 
H. Sumnono, T. Teivainen, 
A. Traoré, V. Vargas, 
H. Wainwright,  N. wa Th iong’o, 
L. Wallach,  I. Wallerstein, 
P. Waterman,  M. Weisbrot, 
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The Bamako Appeal
– back to the future?
Peter Waterman

The Bamako Appeal (BA) is (or already 
was?) a substantial international anti-

capitalist document of some 9,000 words, 
containing a 10-point programme for a 
global social transformation. It seemed in-
tended to do for our globalised informatised 
capitalist era what Marx’s Communist Mani-
festo of 1848 did for his international/nation-
al industrial one. 

The BA was drawn up at a conference or-
ganised to immediately precede the African 
tri-continental meeting of the World Social 
Forum (WSF), in Bamako, Mali, on January 
18, 2006. It was sponsored by a small group 
of overlapping non-governmental organi-
sations: the Forum du Tiers Monde/Third 
World Forum, the World Forum of Alter-
natives, the Tricontinental Centre, Lou-
vain-la-Neuve, Belgium, the Malian Social 
Forum and a Dakar-based ecology and de-
velopment NGO, ENDA (Environmental 
Development Action in the Third World). 
The two leading individuals involved – the 
Egyptian, Samir Amin (based in Dakar/
Paris), and the Belgian, François Houtart – 
are prominent fi gures within these NGOs 
and the WSF, and veteran ‘Thirdworldist’ 
thinkers and activists.1

1 

1 If I refer primarily to Samir Amin this is sim-
ply for purposes of recognition, Amin being 
a prime mover of the BA and the best known 
of its sponsors. While I was summarising and 
updating an earlier analysis (Waterman 2006), 
much of the discussion around the BA was pub-
lished, just in time for the 2007 WSF in Nairobi 
(Sen and Madhuresh 2007), which allows me to 
leave out many references.

Peter Waterman is a veteran specialist on 
international trade unionism and labour 
internationalism. Over recent years he has 
specialized on these in relation to the global 
justice and solidarity movement. He also writes 
on the new global movements and alternative 
international communication
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The BA was presented to the Call, or As-
sembly, of Social Movements at the WSF 
held in Caracas, Venezuela, January 24-9, 
2006. It was not, however, approved by the 
WSF as such in any shape or form. Around 
one month later it appeared on the website 
of the World Forum of Alternatives (WFA), 
here preceded by an appeal for endorse-
ments. Information about the background, 
the organisation, the funding and the inten-
tion – and even about the individuals in-
volved – was lacking from the site. 

The BA was a second attempt to move the 
WSF from what has been primarily a space 
for open-ended dialogue to one of delibera-
tion, decision, organisation and action. The 
fi rst attempt had been made by Amin and/
or his friends, Bernard Cassen (of Attac, 
France), Houtart and others, one year earlier 
(2005), at the Fifth WSF, in Porto Alegre, 
Brazil. Here it became known under such 
names as the Porto Alegre Manifesto and 
the Appeal of 19. This fi rst initiative pro-
voked the anger or ridicule of many at the 
WSF, particularly its International Coun-
cil members, many of whom considered it, 
variously, as some kind of political coup, as 
elitist (dominated by White, Male, Elderly 
Intellectuals, emanating from an Expensive 
Hotel), as circumventing the well-estab-
lished Call of Social Movements, or of being 
both meagre in extent and lacking in bite. 
In the face of such reactions, even some of 
the signatories backed off . 

Let a hundred charters bloom!

Mao in the mid-1950s said, ‘Let a hundred 
fl owers bloom: let a hundred schools of 
thought contend.’ Whilst, in the Chinese 

case, this turned out to be a momentary and 
Machiavellian policy, which ended with the 
chopping off  of 99 blooms, it would seem to 
well represent the ethic of a movement which 
has as its orientation ‘one no and many yess-
es’ (a Zapatista slogan). There have been, 
are and will be 99 others. The BA calls for 
the creation of a new ‘historical subject’ (a 
collective force for social transformation). 
This concept is close to the classical Marx-
ist one, in which this subject was the work-
ing class. However, the BA does not seem 
to have either this class or a homogeneous 
substitute for such in mind. It seems to be 
thinking of an emancipatory force, the goal 
of which would be a radical transforma-
tion of the capitalist system. The destruc-
tion of the planet and of millions of human 
beings, the individualist and consumerist 
culture that accompanies and nourishes this 
system, along with its imposition by impe-
rialist powers are no longer tolerable, since 
what is at stake is the existence of human-
ity itself. Alternatives to the wastefulness 
and destructiveness of capitalism draw their 
strength from a long tradition of popular re-
sistance that also embraces all of the short 
steps forward indispensable to the daily life 
of the system’s victims.

The BA declares the necessity for

1. the solidarity of human beings and people;
2. the full affi  rmation of citizenship and 

equality of the sexes;
3. a universal civilisation off ering in all ar-

eas the full potential of creative develop-
ment to all its diverse members;

4. a socialisation through democracy;
5. a non-market-driven law of nature and 

of the resources of the planet and of its 
agricultural soil;
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6. a non-market-driven status of cultural 
products and scientifi c acquisitions, of 
education and of health care;

7. policies that closely associate democracy 
without pre-assigned limits, with social 
progress and the affi  rmation of autono-
my of nations and peoples; and

8. the solidarity of the people of the North 
and the South in the construction of an 
internationalism on an anti-imperialist 
basis.

These principles are then spelled out in 10 
parts or chapters. Finally, the BA proposes 
a series of working groups, presumably to 
develop the chapters or the action necessary 
to achieve them. In practice, little – or even 
less – happened before the Nairobi WSF.
 
The Appeal makes a gesture toward the 
Bandung Conference of 1955.2 This was 
an inter-state conference of Third World 
countries which, although condemnatory of 
Western imperialism and (implicitly) Eastern 
domination, was sponsored and endorsed by 
states mostly of a single-party or military na-
ture. Moreover, the grand hopes of creating 
a unifi ed, autonomous and peaceful Third 
World bloc rapidly broke down, most dra-
matically with the China-India War of 1962. 
More substantially, the BA reveals its origin 
in the dependency theory or neo-Marxism 
of the 1970s, and a related Thirdworldism 
– the notion that the primary contradiction 
under capitalism is that between core and 
periphery, and that the states and/or peoples 
of the Third World are the primary force for 
development and/or revolution.

2 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bandung_Con-
ference

Curiously but signifi cantly, the BA makes 
no reference to the Organisation of Solidar-
ity of the Peoples of Africa, Asia and Latin 
America (OSPAAAL). This was a Cuban 
state project launched 1966, of more popu-
list address and revolutionary rhetoric than 
Bandung. That project was, however, also 
limited by its state sponsorship, its alliance 
with state-founded movements and an ide-
ology that justifi ed this. The OSPAAAL 
continues a shadow existence today, with an 
offi  ce in Havana, remembered more for its 
brilliant posters than any political achieve-
ments or inspiration.

Moreover, the BA notion of international-
ism seems to reproduce, by implication, the 
OSPAAL project in seeing international soli-
darity primarily in South-South or North-
South terms, and in its failure to specify 
what is meant by this term. Yet, given the 
problematic history of the concept, calls 
for international solidarity today surely re-
quire discussion of at least the subjects thereof 
(workers? citizens? women? peoples? states?), 
its axes (East-West?), its directions (North to 
South?), its type (identity, substitution, com-
plementarity, reciprocity, etc), its reach or 
target, its impact on those involved, its meaning 
for them.  Samir Amin is proposing a ‘Fifth 
International’, of a specifi cally Socialist or 
even Communist nature whilst again failing 
to surpass the rhetoric of the 1970s. 

Yet whilst the BA is indebted to the past, 
it at the same time reveals the impact of 
the WSF and global justice and solidarity 
movement (GJ&SM), recognising a vari-
ety of contradictions, and  stressing diver-
sity. Here it avoids the word ‘socialism’ (too 
identifi ed with failed Communist and Rad-
ical-Nationalist states or Social-Democratic 
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regimes?): instead, it suggests that democ-
racy without prescribed limits will lead to 
‘socialisation’. The BA seems, unlike both 
dependency theory and Thirdworldism, to 
be primarily addressed to social movements. 
Thus, although possibly coming from closer 
to the WSF than other such collective or 
individual declarations related to the new 
movement, it hardly seems to warrant the 
anxiety that has been revealed (or con-
cealed) about it. 

An ‘old left’ political process?

The WSF and the GJ&SM are highly sensi-
tive to process, seeming to have understood 
that it is actually means that determine ends. 
Whilst those controlling or coordinating the 
various fora are sometimes criticised, or dis-
missed as ‘verticals’, they spend an inordinate 
amount of time considering appropriate pro-
cess. The self-denominated ‘horizontals’ do 
the same. There is, again, Zapatista language 
that encapsulates the aspiration for a ‘prefi g-
urative politics’ – one that demonstrates in 
the dystopian present the social relations of 
a utopian future. One expression is ‘Nos Re-
encontramos Caminando Juntos Preguntando…
Refl ejando’ (We Re-encounter Each Other 
Walking Together, Asking…Refl ecting); 
another is ‘Mandar Obedeciendo’ (Leading by 
Obeying). If this is the poetry, then prosaic 
propositions are nonetheless repeatedly made 
within the WSF. These concern such issues 
as control over WSF themes and events; the 
implications of state-, foundation- or devel-
opment-agency funding; representativity; 
the presence of the poor (up to 70 per cent of 
participants in early WSFs have been univer-
sity educated); marginalisation of the youth 
camp; protection of women from sexual 

harassment; the provision of space to wom-
en; the dominating role of ‘our’ celebrities; 
leadership bias toward the older, the whiter, 
the more intellectual; and the relationship of 
the social forums or social movements with 
political parties, states and statespersons (na-
tional or international). 

The BA came under immediate scrutiny 
and challenge because of its pre-history, its 
manner of creation, its mode of operation, 
and the fact that it was issued as a declaration 
for endorsement. The initiative was funded, 
according to an unconfi rmed report, by 
various European development agencies, 
and to the extent of a large sum. But, in 
the absence of the kind of accounting that 
the WSF now feels obliged to undertake, 
and make visible publicly, speculation in-
evitably continued. Rumours related to the 
provision of assistance to the BA, in cash or 
kind, by President Chavez. Invitees to the 
BA launch were selected (not necessarily 
funded) by the organisers. Those attend-
ing were presented with a draft, which was 
then ‘complemented’ in working groups, 
their reports being edited by Amin, Hou-
tart and Rémy Herrera (a leftist French po-
litical-economist). One particular cause for 
suspicion or hostility has been the manner 
in which the two successive initiatives have 
been given titles identifying themselves with 
successive Forums: the Porto Alegre Manifes-
to at the WSF of 2005, the Bamako Appeal 
at the WSF of 2006. It has been asked why 
the latter was not, rather, called the ‘World 
Forum of Alternatives Appeal’ (in line with 
an early predecessor, the World Forum of 
Alternatives 1997!). And, indeed, it may be 
noted that few of the other manifestos or 
declarations (an exception being the annual 
Call of Social Movements) are identifi ed in 
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this way. By late-March 2006 the results of 
the signature campaign were, approximate-
ly, 21 collective endorsements, 66 personal 
ones, and 121 invitations pending. Among 
the collective endorsers were the major Bra-
zilian union confederation, CUT (Central 
Única dos Trabalhadores), and Brazil’s land-
less labour organisation, MST (Movimento 
dos Trabalhadores Rurais Sem Terra), as 
well as the Assembly of Social Movements 
at the WSF in Caracas. Amongst personal 
signatories were Aminata Traoré, a Malian 
ex-minister prominent in the African Social 
Forum, Mahmood Mamdani, an outstand-
ing Ugandan radical academic, John Bel-
lamy, editor of the US Monthly Review, Ber-
nard Cassen, President of Attac in France, 
and Devan Pillay, an academic labour spe-
cialist, South Africa.  

These endorsements suggest that the BA had 
a certain international appeal to leftist intel-
lectuals, social movements and NGOs. This 
recognition did not, however, reduce dis-
comfort about a document produced by a tiny 
group of individuals, complemented by an in-
vited audience, edited by the original group, 
and ‘accepted’ (whatever that might mean) 
at the event and, apparently, at (not by) the 
WSFs in Bamako and Caracas. I had myself 
originally considered endorsing the docu-
ment. But it struck me that it would have 
been more in the spirit of our new movement 
if the BA had been issued for discussion in the 
wider community of social movements and 
critical intellectuals worldwide. 

Looking backwards?

In suggesting that the BA faces the political 
past as well as the social future, I do not see 

that it is on its own here, nor that it repre-
sents some unique new threat to the WSF 
and the GJ&SM more generally. I would 
myself still consider the greatest threat to 
the new movement to be some kind of 
global neo-Keynesianism, in which smart 
capitalists, imaginative statespeople, depen-
dent academics and counter-elites (from the 
unions, leftist parties, academia and the new 
movements) settle for the more ‘civilised’ 
capitalism suggested by the UN’s Global 
Compact and the International Labour Or-
ganisation’s ‘Decent Work’ initiative.
 
The BA reveals the distance travelled by 
the dependency theorists and Thirdworld-
ists since Bandung, and the impact on them 
of the new movement. It also suggests ten-
sions between their old positions and the 
new ones. If, moreover, we were to consider 
the history of such emancipatory manifestos 
since 1789 or 1848, we would see – or should 
see – to what extent each of these was a pris-
oner of that which it intended to liberate us 
all from. The same goes for the WSF itself 
and for the GJ&SM in general – unless one 
is going to do a selective reading which 
identifi es only the innovatory or emancipa-
tory elements (or those we prefer to consider 
as such). Thus the WSF was itself launched 
by a group of mostly male, mostly white, 
mostly middle-aged, mostly Euro-Latino 
personalities, themselves coming out of the 
Janus-faced world of non-governmental or-
ganisations, with these NGOs highly de-
pendent on the equally Janus-faced world of 
national party or state support, of Northern 
development funding agencies and corpo-
rate foundations. 
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Nairobi 2007 and beyond

Somehow, mysteriously, on its way to the WSF 
in Nairobi the BA seems to have simultaneous-
ly become a matter of public controversy (cf. 
Sen and Madhuresh 2007), and to have…disap-
peared! Instead the World Forum for Alterna-
tives ran a four-day, 10-session programme on 
the subject areas of the BA. But François Houtart 
did defend it at a seminar, sponsored by Cacim, 
India, and the Centre for Civil Society, South 
Africa. Information fi ltered through on the 
funding of the BA. And, fi nally, there was a 
new paper by Samir Amin, which was an im-
plicit response to all the brouhaha. All this was 
taking place against a background of widely ex-
pressed dissatisfaction with every aspect of the 
Nairobi Forum – a dissatisfaction which had 
provoked the BA in the fi rst place, and which 
found expression in the by-now traditional As-
sembly of Social Movements.3

What happened in Nairobi increased the am-
biguities surrounding the BA. The replace-
ment of an ‘Appeal’ by a series of ‘Conferences 
and Seminars’ suggested a tactical or even a 
strategic retreat – or at least an adjustment to 
the WSF model. This feeling was reinforced 
by WFA (World Forum of Alternatives) state-
ments to the eff ect that the BA had never in-
tended to challenge the Forum form, and that 
its funding procedure had been both more 
open and healthier than that of the WSF.4 

3 http://www.focusweb.org/social-movements-
assembly-in-nairobi.html 

4 Given, however, (1) that the admission that the 
USD 100,000 from the Venezuelan state was 
made one year late and under pressure (my 
name was mentioned here), and (2) that the 
WSF last year published a detailed, professional 
and critical sub-committee report on its fund-
ing, this defense carries limited weight.

More substantial was a restatement of his 
view by Samir Amin (2007). Meandering, 
somewhat, between the diff erent positions, 
Amin here appears still to be  attempting to 
marry Thirdworldism, Radical Democracy, 
Social Movements (which he prioritises) and 
State Nationalism, along the way criticis-
ing ‘NGO-isation’ and the Autonomists – 
sometimes the two combined – as dominat-
ing and diluting the WSF. Apart from the 
tensions or contradictions in this discourse, 
two issues arise:

1. In so far as the WFA is abandoning its 
original elitism and vanguardism, does it 
not here become simply one more con-
tributor to such activist or movementist 
critiques of the Forum as can be found 
in the Assembly of Social Movements or, 
for example, the projects of Networked 
Politics (Wainright 2007) or Open 
Space?5 

2. Despite rhetorical gestures in the direc-
tion of social movements, the WFA  po-
sition on, for example, labour (or its ‘la-
bour commission’, the Global Working 
Class Project)6 so far fails to relate dis-
tinctly either to ‘actually-existing inter/
national unionism’ or to any socialist or 
radical-democratic alternatives to such 
(Waterman 2007). 

I have elsewhere criticised the reduction of 
dialogue around the Forum to that of ‘space 
versus movement’, arguing that you can-
not have the one without the other, either 

5 http://www.openspaceforum.net/twiki/tiki-
index.php

6 http://www.nottingham.ac.uk/politics/gw-
cproject/ index.php 
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in terms of ontology or of the WSF. It ap-
pears to me that we are, presently, obliged 
to recognise and live with the ambiguity. In 
any case, there are other signifi cant contra-
dictions within the Forum and within each 
of these Manichean alternatives. These have 
all been put on the plate of the International 
Committee of the WSF, and of what one 
might call its ‘external committees’ (my 
networks, your networks). This happened 
either at the Kenya WSF itself, or in the cy-
berspaces of both these entities since then. 
The WSF is, in any case, a movable feast, 
and not only in the sense of changes of site, 
scale, date and subject. The WSF also exists 
in the tension between the spheres of capi-
tal, state (and inter-state) and a ‘global civil 
society in construction’. 

During the preparations for the much-dis-
puted European Social Forum, London, 
2004, those who considered themselves ‘hor-
izontals’, opposed the politicking alliance of 
‘verticals’ who dominated the Forum. The 
horizontals, initially, were disorganised, and 
over-concerned with and confused about 
their own consensus procedures. I felt that 
they were incapable not only of organising 
‘a piss-up in a brewery’ but of fi nding the 
brewery in the fi rst place (there had been 
confusion about which pub the fi rst meeting 
would be held in). Surrounded, however, by 
swarms of horizontals, the verticals even-
tually tolerated a series of…umm…bee-
hives elsewhere in London. The horizontals 
could then opt between operating in one, 
the other or both. I found this compromise 
– or settlement – an interesting model. In 
practice, if not in doctrine, the promoters 
of the BA seem to recognise and live with 
the WSF’s ambiguities. As Maggie Thatcher 
would have said, ‘There Is No Alternative’ 

(the famous TINA principle). Actually there 
was, but it implied that she lost not only her 
leadership but also her infl uence. 
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Since the late 1990s an increasingly critical global movement has come into 
existence, mobilising against the G8 and its agenda. It questions and challenges 
the role of this self-formed club,  the basis of its governance, the authority it 
tends to assume and its hegemonic power. The G8 leaders are held responsible 
by their critics for being, inter alia, decisive actors in creating a global 
architecture based on a neoliberal paradigm. But often the analysis of the 
context and its consequences is secondary to political activism. 

The collection of interventions presented here is part of a bigger volume 
published in German on occasion of the G8 Summit in June 2007. It deals 
with topical issues for debate beyond the meeting in the German coastal 
town of Heiligendamm at the Baltic Sea. 
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